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the NAACP's church-work
committee.
The meeting, which emit-
ted a lot of enthusiasm, was
held at Middle Baptist Church
last Friday.
Ministers stated very em-
phatically that they had pre-
pared their congregation for
a possible "Selective Buying"
campaign "and stand ready to
onme Of Morehouse' Becomes
'For Stand-Ins
PINE BLUFF, Ark.—For the
second time in a week, a large
group of anti
-segregation .4'a.
The widow of a 59-year-old get down on his hands and
carpenter, who was said to knees, crawl up to the tracks, F B ••have committed suicide by and place his head on the rail. or oy cou s President Of Howard University
,placing his head on a railroad Mrs. Wade told the Tri-State
track said it was not true that D f (1 "I• e en er, know my husband A group of ministers were
' 
among volunteer workers at- By 
business of the club, Mordecai
onstrators was arrested here, she said her husband was de-ell enoueh to know that he
Hansen, a field MC. spondent because he could not Would not take his own life.' 
,would  -------
-
d somewhere
retary for th Student None find work. I She surmised that he may
violent Coordinating Commit- "As a matter of fact, my hive eone to a filling station[ear 5' ,.. 
face. He worked for a while at
0 Weal ptelitical conditions and tee (SNCC) said that 27 Ne- litusband was already working far oii for his truce, and that sponsored by the South Divis- Beale Street at 157 S. Fourth 
the Iroquois cafe which was op-„' I •
 morning breakfasts being Around the corner from
kii opportunities for Negroes gross were jailed during a 
eiated by R. S. "Bobber” Lew-
stand-in demonstration before to him at the time he was kil-'he !eight have fallen down in which is in the 'midst of an
a segregated movie theater, led," Mrs. Enatna Wade of 786 frcutt of it.
;•.`, ekf the Tennessee Fecitro- .1
the 
_Celeriger Theatre Wednee. Shady 9rove r4.„ explitilled.iggajimw . .Trictii• t : iinn.tial mem
bership drive
.
)f- tion of Democratic Leagues 'ay flight, 
March 26. ' /lope" Viion,, M,' died' last [ =.1Ain—
fr 
Life In- 
The SNCC worker said that Thursday morning when he 55
building last Wednes-
meeting at Universal the 27 joined six other Negroes fell in front of a freight train 
li a .auttes said that . *ode Ire breakfast, sponsored Sat.
,was not bothered litith filean- urday morning by Union Pro-
cia1 problems and that he had
arrested Monday night, March a short distance west of Ger-I - '
t day night. • money. He worked for a con-
Among 
25, for "loitering" when they mantown. Sheriff's Capt. nii,1
officers of the c ,struction firm and was to have
refused to leave the lobby of M. Hood said the victim's skull
speaking briefly were t h e ported to a new job on Mon.the Pines Hotel here which was crushed, his right arm and rdeay.
refused their reservations, lleft toes cut off and his body Funeral service and a wake
Hansen said that SNCC field hurled 44 feet from the track. for Mr. Wade were held on last
secretary Benjamin Grinnage,His arm was found 99 feet Monday a e night at Victory Fu-
from the point of impact. neral home. Burial was on
PUT HEAD ON RAIL Tuesday in the New Bethel were Rev. J. L. Lindsey, Rev.
•The 35-Year-010 Mother Cannot Bead Or Write IN Understand How To Solve Any Family Problems
(Last In Series)
By Staff Writer)
The two-room apartment On
the second floor of the multi-
ple frame-dweling was dingy.
A double-bed in the only bed-
room was repulsive because of
the unclean bee:rung. An un-
pleasant odor permeated the
place, caused by unclean and
untidy household items and
unlaundered wearing apparel.
In the kitchen there was an
did not know her age. She
too, could be heated only by
wood or coal stood in the bed-islacks. Her very short hair ap-
peared to have never been
a good scrubbing. The wall was combed. She talked with ablack with an accumulation of very noticeable speech impedf-1
greasy-smoke, hand-prints and ment. "I don't know when I
the like. lwas born, but I was born in
On a couch sat a slender man 1 1.C. Bottom here in Memphis."
with mixed grey hair, who said i The 60-year-old man, who
he would soon be 60. In a claims to be her husband,
out-of-feshioned cook - stove rocker sat a woman of very
which could be heated by woodiderk oomplexion who said she
• I
room The 11 a d f
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Standings Of
'Miss Mid-South'
Contestants
CAROLYN RANDI.E . 11,625
SHIRLEY PURNELL . 11,275
Earlie Biles .... 9,140
*Katherine Woods  4,565
Beverly Allen ... 3,135
Patricia Terrell 2,770
Joyce Carney  2,533
Eunice Logan ... 993
Norma Jean Taylor 950
Patricia Cummings .... 885
Sandra White  870
Essie B. McSwine 635
Ernestie McGhe   615
Amelia Gibson . 600
Gloria Jean Woodard 270
Patricia Ford  ' 260
Sadie Hollowell   250
Carolyn Hollingsworth 250
Shirley Smith  250
Marlon Green  220
Mary Towns  200
was wearing a pair of men's
make her 36 years of age. The
man speaks again: "I can't,
hardly walk. I fell 45 feet last
year while working on a roof.
I broke both of my legs at the
knees. I have to walk with a
Stick."
When asked about her chili
dren, the mother said, "I have
three children here—a boy, six;
a girl three: and another boy,'
chimed in and said, "She was one-and-a-half. 1 heve snot or rent Aceol ding to her storyd yein , took me out of
daughter, 13, and a boy 13.Tborn in 1927." That would
have been the mother of 11c1 
she receives E80 a month from before I started the
dren but the rest of them
died."
The apartment is without
electricty. Oil lamps are the
means of lighting the dingy
place. For a long time last
winter, they did not have wat-
er the
a state welfare agency. He re-
receives $55. Better living con-
elitions could prevail if the
i mother were intelligent enough have any relatives living in
to know how to plan for her. Memphis."
self and her family. She started to talk again.
When asked about her edu- The reporter did not under-
!cation, the mother said, "I stand her and asked her to re-
passed to the second grade at peat her statement. She re- derstand and solve the most
rowed water from a. neighbor. !Florida Street School. My plied, "Excuse me mister. I elementary problems of fami-
They pay $20 a month for who die.; last can't talk very good." ly life
/rung mmiv
TrimState Defender
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ABOUT $300 WAS REPORTED when the Abe Scharff
Branch YMCA held Its annual kick-off membership cam-
paign at the Branch YMCA last Monday night. Participat-
ing in the drive are the above volunteer workers, left-right:
Dr. Charles L. Dinkins, president of Owen college, Henry
Jackson, Cornell Wells, general chairman, J. 'I'. Chandler,
chairman of the Branch YMCA's board of management;
Elder Blair T. Hunt, chairman emeritus, Milton Thomas,
executive secretary of the branch, J. H. Roland and A. C
Williams. Goal for the drive is set at 1,000 new members.
MISSISSIPPI
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Local NAACP Committees Negotiate
With Businesses For Better Jobs,
Upgrading, Wages For Negro Masses
A large group of local Ne-
gro ministers dedicated them-
selves emphatically to obtain-
ing better jobs for Negroes
during the second luncheon
meeting of committee of the
local NAACP which is work-
ing for "equal employment
opportunities." Some 300 min-
isters are participating with
!—
Arrest 27 More Man Puts Head On Track; Ministers Attend From Beale Street:
In Pine Bluff 'No Suicide,' Says Wife Early Breakfast im
Political Jobs
Discussed At
Social Affair
were discossed during an af-
fair by the social committee
of the -nfiritti Congressional Dis-
president, Atty. H. T. Lockard,
Dr. Theron W. Northcross,
Frank R. Kilpatrick, Lawrence
S. Wade, Thaddeus T. Stokes,
William "Bill" Nabors. Cecil
Goodlow, Atty. S. A. Wilbun
and Howard Jackson. chairman
of the social committee who
was presiding.
Among other members and
',nests attending were Mr. and
Mrs. James Ballard, Charles
Ware. Mrs. Jerulestine Meek,
alhn Booze, Miss Barbara Par-
r, Mrs. Calverta Ishmael, Al-
bert Mable, James T. Armour,
John Smith, Mrs. Annie Mael
Brown, Mrs. Ruth Price, Miss ,
Ethel Reams. Jessie James,
Dr. I. A. Watson, Mrs. Jose-
Mine Manning, Mrs. Annie
Mae Jordan, Mrs. Lillian Mor-
ris, Mrs. Katie LUP Johnson,
Rev. and Mrs. S. M. Staples,
Mrs. John Price and Mrs.
Pearl Felts.
Atlanta Catholics
Integrate Hospital
ATLANTA -- Another step
in a carefully-planned pro-
gram was taken when Arch-
bishop Paul J. Hallinan this
week ordered three of the four
Catholic hospitals to adopt at
once a non-discrimination ra-
cial policy.
He said the policy already
Ieffective at St. 
Joseph's in-
rmary, staffed by the Sis-
ters of Mercy. Soon to be
opened here is the new Holy,
Family Hospital. The only
other Catholic hospitals in the
archdiocese are the Catholic
Clinic here and St. Mary's
Hospital in Athens, Ga.
Since parochial schools were
integrated last September, the
archbishop said the change in
hospital admission policy was
the next logical step.
"No citizen, white or Ne-
gro," he said, "can be in doubt
about the church's teaching
on racial justice in this arch-
diocese, or her honest deter-
mination to carry it out in
practice.
It Should Burn
BOSTON — — Mrs.
Shirley Peabody, 80, a resi-
dent of the Sherry Biltmore
Lintel, scene of a fire, fled her
om with just one thing in
er hand — her income tax
returns.
"I had worked for more
thait two weeks on them and
didn't want to lose them," she
—A riot police constable was
killed by a mob wielding
sticks. stones and knives on the
troubled northern frontier
district Pital of Weir while
walkine, near a Mosque in
said. plain clothes, it was reported.
was among those arrested.
Also jailed were: Janet
Brome, secretary of the Pine
Bluff Movement; Joanna Ed-
wards, financial secretary of
the anti-segregation group; and
Robert Whitfield, chairman.
Hansen said that a boycott
of downtown Pine Bluff called
by the Pine Bluff Movement
was ''70 to 80 per cent effec-
tive."
Grinnage, an ordained Meth-
odist, began to work with Han-
sen in Little Rock. Hansen, a
former Freedom Rider, has
been arrested 19 times for his
civil rights participation.
Speaks
To Amer. Legion
Atty. H. T. Lockhard, presi-
dent of the Ninth Congression-
al District of the Tennessee
Federation of Democratic
Leagues of here, delivered the
'featured address when the
Tennessee Division of Ameri-
can Legion held a district meet-
ing in Ripley last Sunday.
Lockhard talked on "To-
getherness for Social Action."
He explained the current eco-
nomic, educational and politi-
cal conditions in this country
as well as the preparedness of
the Negro.
He said that job opportunity
is the inter-workings of labor
and management. Labor re-
cruits and pays part of the
cost of apnrenticeshins or on-
the job training, and manage-
ment hears part of the cost.
Lockhard went on to explain
"on the lob training gives full
qualification for holding down
a job.' He added, "the short,
comings of Negroes is the lack
of togetherness. Sometimes it
appears that we are allergic to
stiekine toeether "
When Atty. Lockhard ex-
plained the operation of the
Tennessee Federation of Demo-
cratic Leagues_ the large audi-
ence displayed great enthusi-
asm. A 30-mtnide nitestion
and answer period followed,
Mid money Was still, owed to in his rush to beat the train
Fourth In A Series
FRED L. HUTCHINS
Guest Writertending the third in a series of else with a book before his
,ion of Boy Scouts of America
tective Life Insurance com-
pany, was held at Pilgrim Rest
Baptist church of which the
pastor, Rev. C. M. Lee, is a
volunteer campaigner in the
drive
Among ministers attending
M. P. Kimbrough, engineer cemetery it Germantown. S. L. Veasey, pastor of Norris
on the train, told officers that; Aside from his wife, the vic-
he saw the victim rush out itim is survived by two sons, 
Avenue Baptist church; Rev.
near the tracks when the train;Edward and Clyde Wade, both J. J. Reynolds, pastor of Morn.
was a short distance away,'of Memphis. ing View Baptist church.
A SICKLE CELL ANEMIA PATIENT Is be-
ing examined by James Childs, a technician.
who has assisted In research of the disease
at Ceillor clinic.
$3,700 More Is Needed To Reach
Goal Of First Sickle Cell Drive
Only $180 was reported at
the last report-meeting of the
current Sickle Cell Anemia
Fund drive. Approximately
5300 has been donated to the
drive, which got underway
severs) weeks ago. Goal for the
local drive is $4,000. About $3,-
700 is needed to reach the goal
of the first local public fund-
raising effort to aid in a local
research program.
the world and has already at-
'tracted nationwide attention
'for its research and treatment
,of Negro victims of this dis-
ease in the Memphis area. The
center is directed by Dr. L. W.
Diggs, of the University Medi-
cal staff, and a staff of dedi-
cated medical men who are
devoting all their time to treat-
ment of patients while they
laboriously search for a cure.
Mrs. Alma Booth. g-neral
chairman of the drive, said she
is looking forward to a Free
boost in funds by the Mothers',
M h hi h s held Tues-
day. The amount obtained in;
Krmvan Coo Slain the March drive was not aveil-
NAIROBI, Kenya— -- (UPI) able at the time of this writ-
ing.
Dr. Louis A. Barren's, a
pediatrician and hematologist
who fled Castro's Cuba, is one.
Woorking with him is Dr. J.
D. Updhaw, instructor at Uni-
versity of Tennessee and a
medical doctor with his own
practice. Employees on the
sickle cell anemia research pro-
ed as a volunteer assistant in
the home study program. The
84,0000 needed would enable
the expensive care for sickle
cell patients to continue until
Oct. 1983. when it is hoped
that the National Institute of
Health Grant will extend the
program one or more years.
Interested groups and indi-
viduals can contact the Sickle
,Cell Center, John Gaston Hos-
lpitel, JA 3-2471. Station 212.
Victims of this disease should
see their private physician.
Those unable to bear the great
exnenses of car- seri treatment
and who are eligible for clinic signed by the Post Master a
s
!care should report to the Sickle a sub-carrier. He went out to
Cell Center. deliver mail on a route one day
I Workers who have given aid and after delivering it, 
he
took his collection, key and
pouch home instead of return-
ing them to the Post Office. ,
IN,. Mrs. Heywood Thor.on. MORDECAI W. JOHNSON 1
Mrs. Imogene Wilson, Miss Vel- Mordecai W Jehneon set foot!
!ma L Jones. Mrs. Msriorie in Memphis in 1907, 
enteringl
:Ulm and others. Any of these Howe Institute under Dr. T. 0.1
in furnishing free transports.
ton ere Mrs. Maurice Fowler.
!Mrs. Rachat! Carter Mrs. J. S.
Leading the drive is a prom- iect include James Childs,Inersons csn suonlY you with
:inept groon of citi7aris inch -4- technician; Mrs. Dorris Lyle, information as to what you can
ing Dr. Chas. L. Di ins, It 'chemist. Mrs. Joan Stricklenedo to see that this veluahle was deeply inte ted 
in not
A. Gilliam stir, Thom Hayes.,secretary and technical as 'st- neseerrh and treatment pro- much of a
nything his books.
The Sickle Cell C ter at 'ant. and Mrs. Elizabeth Foyer, gram is not lost to our corn- At our meetings e
n we were
Gailor Clinic is one of few in la '1 aduate nurse *Ito has v-munity. around the table discussing 
the
St„ was Levy McCoy, a fu-
neral director who had been.
letter carrier for the Memphis
Post ieffice. Mr. McCoy's em-
b.Iiminit Methods were talked
about throughout the country.
His methods were more like
the ancient Egyptians, which
seemed to transform the "re-
mains" into stone. In his es-
ablishment was the "remains"
of a man in a state of perfect
preservation — notwithstand-
ing the fact that the man had
been dead several years.
In that same spot or near'
was William E. Farris' estab-
lishment, first Negro under-
taker, who opened his business
in 1891. Farris died January,
1898.
Scott Wilkerson Undertakers
opened at 362 Beale in 1905.
Thomas H. Hayes Funeral
Homes started in 1902 at 308
Poplar St., across the street
from Central High school,
which was there at the time.
In 1909 the school moved to
Bellevue and Linden.
Mr. Hayes later moved his
business to 257 Poplar and in
1915 he moved it to 680 S.
Lauderdale St., in the old J. A.
Bailey mansion which he
bought in 1913. At the present
site, Mr. Haves opened the merle races.
first funeral home in a real- Mrs. Honks 
could and would
dent buliding in Memphis. work at 
anything she was ask-
Before Mr. Hayes opened his ed to if it pro
moted the wel-
funeral home, undertaking es- rare of the 
human race. She
tablishments were all in corn_ died March, 1942. 
Her husband
mercial buildings and were oroceeded her in 
death in 1917,
when she was conducting the
first mvenile court in Memphis
for Negroes.
The Hooks brothers took
over the business of James P.
Newton and since "have gone
to town" with the photography
business. In the days of 1904
to 1909 Jim Newton was.itern-
phis' oldest nhotograoher. He
was located at 134 S. Main St.,
across from Goldsmith's De-
partment store. In the same
huinlinn with Newton was Dr.
A. S. J. Burch et t and Dr.
Memphis' first Negro
dentist, whose relative!' are
now in charge of Mt. ("ermel
Cemetery. t
(Next Beale Street
Outlasted —Heyday of Frank
Street)
Fuller. He was a member of
our Primrose Sooial 'lob, but
referred to as "funeral parlors."
WESTERN WORLD
[REPORTER
1 Mr. Hayes had the first au-
eilat tomobile ambulance in Mem-
phis. Until then undertakers
had horse-drawn ambulances.
Thompson Brothers Mortuary
had the first all - automobile
funeral in Memphis in 1911.
Just east of Church Park
was the Bluff City News, a
weekly newspaper which made
Memphis headlines, headed by
King I. Chambers. Mr. Cham-
bers, on one occasion, men-
tioned a little too much about
the white race — later three
white men came down and
without any authority. ordered
Mr. Chambers to close the
place.
James Washington, later
edited the Western World 6 .
Reporter. At one time he Passion Week Al
hought he wanted to become
a letter - carrier and was as. Pentecostal Church
When "Passion Week" (April
15-19) is observed at Pentecos-
tal Temple, 229 S. Wellington
St., services will be conducted
nightly, starting at ft p.m. The
church pastor, Bishop J. 0.
Patterson will be in charge.
Tuesday night's concern will
he "Ministry of Healing:"
Wednesday, "Baptizing;"
Thursday. "Holy Communion;"
Friday noon, musical program
and sermons by visiting minis-
ters.
The church will hold Sun-
rise service at 4 a.m. Easter
Sunday morning.
school! It was very obvious that
second both the mother and the 80-
man are not educationallygrade because I had fits. I still' year
capable of providing even ahave fits. I have two sisters,
semblance of family life forThey don't live here. I don't the three small children who
appear to be in need of medical
care.
The mother understands
very little. She cannot read or
write. She cannot readily un-
Is, Bert Roddy and Edward S
Snelling. After leaving the Ire
quois cafe, Mordecai became
toile-r, for the M. E. Carter. *
1878 Central until he let
Memphis.
Mordecai, who was known to
the boys in Memphis as "Mon
nie" left here for Morehouse
college in Atlanta, Ga., later
became a minister. In 1926 he
was called to the presidency
of Howard university in Wash-
ington. D. C., where he served
until he retired in 1960.
MRS. JULIA HOOKS
Mrs. Julia Hooks, known as
the "mother of music," before
the turn of the century, started
A school at 578 S. Lauderdale
St., where she carried pupils
through the sixth grade. She
was one of Memphis' greats.
She also had a music depart-
ment where Ale taught most of
those who in those days played
the piano. Her older son, Hen-
ry. studied the violin under
Jackson, the violinist.
Mrs. Hooks and her son gave
many recitals. She came to
Memphis from Lexington, Ky.,
where she had a brother, Rob-
ert Britton. who was a well
known jockey, who had won
enlist their support when call
upon to do so, if and when
it becomes apparent that they
cannot bargain fairly with
local businesses and mer-
chants.
"This Movement which has
the faithful and enthusiastic
support of 300 Negro minis-
ters, is a spiritual movement
designed to correct an evil
that should never have exist-
ed in the first place," said
Rev. Lawrence F. Haygood,
chairman of the NAACP's
church work committee, which
is heading this particular
phase of the movement.
He added, God is a God
of justice and we intend to
implement this justice within
the structure of the society
In which we reside. Let us
repent for our lethargy in the
area of social change and let
us give ourselves totally and
conservedly to the manifes-
tation of the character and
will of C.od in the callignea
• e.
Rev. Ilaygood continued:
a "The weapon that we have
, been called upon to use in
` obtaining better jobs for the
masses of Negro people is the
economic weapon. Therefore,
let us continue to sharpen our
weapon and strengthen our
forces to the end that we may
be assured of victory in the
event we are called upon to
act," said Rev. Haygood.
President of the NAACP,
Jesse H. Turner and Vice
president, Dr. Vasco A. Smith,
discussed the developments
in the area of equal employ-
ment opportunity doing the
last week weeks.
Also speaking at the lunch-
eon were Rev. John Mickle
and Atty. Ben F. Hooks,
The Church Work commit-
tee later reported to the
NAACP executive hoard.
NAACP Rejects
'Tokenism' Jobs
Offer By Firms
A spokesman for the local
Branch NAACP revealed that
proposals by businesses and
firms for placing Negroes in
positions not formerly held by
them, has been rejected by the
NAACP "because it is felt that
the vagueness and limited
numbers to be Employed in-
dicated that it would lead
to "tokenism" in employ-
ment." It was also revealed
that the "NAACP is present-
ly drawing up a counter
plan."
The NAACP spokesman also
said: "This rejection followed
after months of negotiations
by a number of firms that
said they would begin im-
mediately placing one or more
Negroes in positions of high
salary, dignity and respect.
Since this proposal the
NAACP's Freedom committee
chaired by Rev. S. B. Kyles,
the Church Work committee,
chaired by Rev. L. F. Hay-
good, and a group of the city's
leading ministers called to
meetings by the Church Work
Committee have considered
the proposals made by the
merchants and found them to
be wholly unsatisfactory.
Additional merchants are
entering negotiations to con-
sider the hiring of Negroes
in positions not presently held
in their firms. The goal of
the Memphis Branch NAACP
in this memmoth equal em-
ployment effort is to com-
pletely eradicate so called
"Negro and white" jobs and
insure for the Negro
of Memphis equal e oyment
opportunities in all rem at
work, said the spokesman.
AT E. H. CHUMP HOSPITAL: Mr. and Mrs. Hayes D. Jet- Andrew.
March 12. fries, 5119 Ford; boy, Douglas Mr. and Mrs. Alex Fitzgerald, I
1,Mr. and Mrs. Amos Fleming, Lawayne. 1483 Dunn, Apt. 4; boy aria- I
785 E. Trigg; girl, Marilyn D- i Mr. and Mrs. Joe L. Herod, t
nise. '8°5 Ma=on; boy, Tony Anthony! Mr and Mrs. Charlie Wilkes. 
I Iac'P er•
Mr. and Mrs. La'hon March 24. 887 Mosley, 
Apt. 7; girl,
1510 Riverside, Apt. 12-A; Ml. arl Mrs. Racy L. I c'ecrgi'L B.
girl, Pamela Lyn. Vaughn, 935 N. Main; boy, March 28.
March 13. :Russell Leon. , Mr. and Mrs. Gorge Parnell
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wood. Mr. and Mrs. Cleo L. Peete, 585-E St. Paul; girl, Glenda.
ard. 1070 Collrge, Apt. 11; boy 833 Looney; boy, Tony Curtis. I Mr and Mrs. Charlie Every,
Carl Eric. Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Suth- 939 N. Main; girl, Vivian.
March 14. , ern 883 Estival; a girl. 1 Mr. and Mrs. Robert Nunley,
Mr. and Mrs. Connell Boy- Mr. and Mrs. Willis Glass, 1043 Melrose; boy, Tommy Lee.
land, 1512 Ellington; boy, Con- 1650 Grimes; boy, Robin. , Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Spann,
nell Jr. Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Schaf- 1411 Tyler, West Memphis,
Mr. and Mrs. Eddin White ,tars, 989 Woodlawn; girl, Vicki 'Ark.; girl. Levada.
1858 Carver, Apt. 3; girl, Tracey Ann. I Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Burchett,
Lynne. I Mr and Mrs. A. C. Gregory,1 1338 Hyda Park; a boy.
Mr. and Mrs. William Cox, 384 E. Trigg; boy, Glenn. Mr. and Mrs. Lee Andrew
580-1 S. Lauderdale; boy, Ver- Mr. and Mrs. Percy E. Thom- Bean. 241 Hernando; girl, Fe-
as, 303 Harrell; girl, Cynthia 'lecia Yvette.
Renea. Mr and Mrs. Lee Williams,
Mr. and Mrs. William S. 665 Mosby; girl, Terry Lynne.
Jonas. 1379 Ethlyn; girl, Renda March 29.
Annette. Mr. and Mrs. William C.
Mr. and Mrs. Alex Williams March 25. Johnson, 1225 Pioneer; girl,
176 W. Davant; boy, Rodney Mr. and Mrs. Edward Cun- Janice Renee.
Andrae. eingharn. 3306 Chapel; girl, Mr. and Mrs. James D.
March 17. Joyce Marie, Walker, 1234 Smith; a boy.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Perry. Jr.. Mr and Mrs. thus Bailey, Mr. and Mrs. McK in ley
693 S. Parkway; boy, Darrell 1531 Ball; boy, Marshall Le- Hooper, 100 Keel; boy, Kevin
Wendell. Ledell.
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Faulk-
ner, 992 Driver; boy, Johnny
James.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. New-
man, 266 Bond; boy, Leandrew.
Mr. and Mrs. Earnest
Slaughter, 2498 Winnona; girl,
Catherine.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Jones, thony. Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Hamil-
1505 Dempster; boy, Eric Char-I Mr. and Mrs. William H. ton, 1281 Smith; girl, Gigi Mae.
lea. Faulkner, 3004 Broad; girl, ols.
March 20. Linda Faye. I Mr. and Mrs. Charles E.
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony S. Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Sher- Deener, 252 Ayers; boy, Tony.
Griffin, 1364 Wabash; girl, rod. 1290 Edith; girl, Angelyn Mr. and Mrs. Allan J. Brown,
Yunna Levett. Denise. 684 Tate; boy, Mark Anthony.
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Howard.
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man, 1175 Inglewood; boy, 1
tony Lee.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Rob-
ertson, 392 Lipford; boy, Mich-
ael. 1
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Wil-
llama, 2128 Howell, Apt. 9; boy, '
Brian Keefe.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hay- I
wood, 1580 Rayburn; boy, Paul I
non Damon.
March 15:
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lee
Jones, 840-B Walker Ct.; boy.
Robert Lee Jr.
March 18.
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Hicks, Rt.
9, Box 218, Memphis; boy, Otis
Reynard.
March 19.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Harri-
son, 116 W. Gage; girl, Carl-
yon Renee.
rona.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry E. Par-
rett, 883 Speed; boy, Tony De-
Wayne.
Mr. and Mrs. Alinnzo Town-
send, 705 Polk; boy, Lynn
Douglas.
Mr. and Mrs. S. T. Thomas,
1596 Barton; boy, Ray An-
Mr and Mrs. John H. Par-
605 E. McLemore, Apt. 8; girl, rott, 882 N. Front; girl, Janie
Caul), Donnetta. ,Mae.
Mr. and Mrs. Laurence John- I Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Somer-
son, 1040 Lema; boy, Laurenceville. 681 Carpenter; boy, Wil-
Karuth Jr. son Jr.
March 22. Mr. and Mrs. Walter H.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas A. Payne, 2198 Castex; boy, Wal-
Reed. 1431 Glaason; boy, Mark tar Henry Jr.
Sterling. .March 211.
March 34. Mr. and Mrs. 00CP B. Ford,
Mr. and Mrs. Philmore Wit- 1428 Azalia; boy, Carl.
kins. 591-A Brown Mall; boy.' Mr. and Mrs. Broadie R.
Frederick Morrow. Johnson, 1663 N. Hollywood;
AT JOHN GASTON ,boy. Ronnie Lynn.
HOSPITAL: Mr. and Mrs. James E.
March 23. Brooks, 1420 Nicholas; boy,
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin RcKlaers. Anthony Earl.
578 S. Lauderdale; boy, Mich. I Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie L. Pitts,
ad l Darrell. 814 Mississippi; boy, Terry Re'
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel L. Mar- nee.
tin, 352 N. Manassas; boy, Dan., Mr. and Mrs. Otis Anderson,
ny Merrell. 11397 N. McNeil; boy, Larry.
Mr. and Mrs. Benny J. Lan-I Mr. and Mrs. Eugene John.
drum, 1689 Harrison; boy,lson, 891 N. Fourth; boy, Char-
Benny James Jr. les Edward.
Mr. and Mrs. Stewart L. Mr. and Mrs. Willie B. Cath,
Dagen, 1230 S. Orleans; boy,;ey, 3851 Barron; boy, Carlos
Walter. onnie.
Mr and Mrs. Garman Tate.! Mr. and Mrs. Bosey Burke
2340 Warren; boy, Dennis Mon- 594 Handy Mall; boy, Leon.
roe. Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Bell,
Mr. and Mrs. Joe H. Little- 1686 Kansas; boy, Ronald Dc.
ton, 796 Kerr; boy, Terrence,metrius.
Lee. I Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Cole'
HOLLAND APPLIANCE
SERVICE
FACTORY AUTHORIZED -
Call Us On All Your
Small and Large _—
Appliances
OUR
WORK
IS HOLLAND
GUARANTEED APPLIANCE CO.
726 E. McLEMORE
WH 8-8121
ALSO
4569
SUMMER
MU 5-8241
FARMERS MARKET
Store No. 1
2861 Lamar
24 Hrs. Per Day
(We Never Close)
Store No. 2
2261 S. Bellevue
Open 6 A.M.
till Midnight
Alumni Of Rust
Seek 525,000
On Science Noll
The Rust Alumni of Mis-
sissippi are putting forth vig-
orous efforts to raise $25.000
for the Science Building. More
than 70 graduates met at Pratt
Methodist church, Jackson.
Miss., during the Mississippi
Teacher's Association Meeting.
It was unanimously agreed
that all Alumni present would
return to their communities,
contact others and promote
the campaign.
J. D. Williams, the national
president of the Rust College
Alumni Association, presided
over the meeting. Eddie L.
Smith, the Executive Secre-
tary, spoke on the subject
"Our Heritage."
He pointed out, that Rust
College has a splendid record
of service, that the challenge
was in a period of transition
and to make this transition is
a great challenge to the entire
constituency.
He urged Alumni every-
where to join in getting 1000
Alumni to contribute $25 to
the campaign by May 30, 1963.
&lair 
Auto Salcs
2277 SOUTH
THIRD STREET
11;;Y AND SELL CLEAN
USED CARS
EASY TERMS 
\jaOFFICE w 84443
PHONE "' '
MEMPHIS V. TENNESSEE
VOTE
NOW
MAKE YOUR SELECTION AND VOTE
VOTE FOR YOUR FAVORITE NOW
OFFICIAL BALLOT
MISS MID-SOUTH CONTEST THIS BALLOT IS WORTH 5 VOTES
Name Of Contestant 
Bring or Mail This Ballot To The
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
236 S. Wellington Street Memphis, Jennessee
FUTURE BUSINESS WOMEN
The Future Business Women's Organization of Henderson
Business College sponsored its annual dance at Currie's
Club Tropicana recently. The gala affair was made a suc-
cessful benefit event through the combined efforts of the
members, seen pictured at the dance. Seated left to right
are, Mrs. I,. L. Threats, advisor; Mrs. Bernice Bridgeforth,
Mrs. Shirley Andrews, Miss Jessie Rankins, Miss Bett3
Simpson: Miss Marcell Mehlinger, Mrs. l'oeohontas Boykins,
Miss Levada Gross, Miss Minnie Ballard, Miss Roberta
MRS. J. VANCE A P. NUNN
Three To Give Recital
Al Brownsville Church
Three West Tennessee musi-
cians will be presented in re-
cital at First Baptist church
in Brownsville on Sunday
'night, April 7, in a concert
'Sponsored by the Sacred Lily
Sunday school class.
Featured in the concert will
be A. P. Nunn, principal of
Stigall High school, as bass
soloist; Mrs. Willie Bell Rawls,
organist, and Mrs. Jennie
Brodnax Vance, pianist.
A consistent music lover,
Nunn has been outstanding
as a bass soloist since his
studant days at Lane college,
where he belonged to the glee
club. He is active with the
1Lane Chapel CME church
choir.
Mrs. Rawls is a teacher at
Carver High school in Browns-
K.C.
KING COTTON
The Brand to
Reach for
K.C. Franks
K.C. Bacon
K.C. Whole Sausage
K.C. Lunch Meat
•
made in the U.S. Govt. inspected
kitchens of the
NT BURING PACKING CO.
ville and serves as organist'
of First Baptist church. She
has performed on frequent oc-
casions for Delta Sigma The-
ta sorority of which she is a
member.
Mrs. Vance is a retired
music teacher of more than
30 years experience in the'
Memphis Public school sys-
tem and the pianist for First
Baptist church.
She has served as music
director of the Baptist Educa-
tion Congress and is pianist
for First Baptist church.
Mrs. Vance is owner of the
Vance Music studio in Hum-
Shavers. Miss 01a J. Dixon. Standin, left to right, are Mrs.
Barbara Turner, Miss Claudine Carr, Miss Nano) Oliver.
Mrs. Bobbie Arnold, Miss Jane Barnes. Mrs. Mary Clark,
Miss Susie Townsend, Miss Ethel Stirgus, Miss Betty Kerns,
Miss Geraldine Harrolway, Mrs. Bobbie Boyce, Mrs. Mary
Hinton. Miss Lillian Cleveland, Miss Elizabeth Purnell, Mrs.
Georgia Walker, Mrs. Claudette Collier, Mrs. Esther Jones,
Mrs. Bernice Allen and Mrs. Rosa Bowen.
Attend Y Meet
In Nashville
Two members of the Live
Y'Ers club of the Young Wom-
en's Christian Association
Sarah Brown attended the
YWCA Kentucky-Tennessee
Young-Adult Week-End Con-
ference.
Mrs. Lucille Love, wife of
Zebedee Love, 1518 Carnegie
and Mrs. Sara R. Carr wife of
Albert Carr, 3588 Horne Lake
Road, were the delegates sent
from the club to attedd the
two day interracial confer-
ence.
Theme of the meeting was,
"New Twists In The YWCA."
Mrs. Carr and Mrs. Love par-
ticipated in the workshops on
"Trim Your View" (Body),
Think It Thru" (Mind) and
"Spirit of '62" (Spirit). These
were led by individuals from
the Health and Recreation De-
partment of Nashville, the
Nashville Mental Health Cen-
ter and Dr. W. J. Simmons,
ministers of A. & I. university.
Other activities attended by
the delegates were-Swapshops
where program ideas were ex-
changed, a Get Acquainted
Dessert Hour, Stand Up Break-
fast, and a banquet. The dele-
gates heard George Cate, Jr..
from the office of the Mayor,
Elect of Nashville. Mrs. Carr;
and Mrs. Love resided at the
Holiday Inn while attending
the Conference.
people of West Tennessee
Her former students are now
Retreat Held By !tapes red on Broadway The
Presbytenan Men fsrol wthoe hUn iavedr's;eeoifl Ark r"oi;
Officers of Parkway Gardens lin *Ohio'Ichairmanth
EUGENE BRICE
New York Singers
To Appear At
Clayborn Church
A large crowd is expected tor,
hoar the Manhattan Mrlociarleaa.
when they are presented at •
Clayborne T- mple AME church.
280 Hernando at., tonight
(Wednesday) at 8 p. m.. by the,.
We st Tennessee Conference.
Pranrul Missionary Society of
the AME Church.
The aevrn male sineers from
New York have appeared at
the larae universities and eon-
cert halls across the nation.
Among other thinss this groun
is the parent organization of
the "Seafarers" Chorus which
has recorded an album of sea.
songs under the Elektra labec'
released this year.
The singers feature A scone,
of music which includes the
classical. contemoorsry. reliC,
bus, popular and folk music.
Members of the singiaa-•
group have appeared on the Ed::
Sullivan Show.
Leader of the group is Ku-
_ gene Brice, ba -,s-haritnne. it
raduate of Julliard, who ha7'
featured tenor is Robert Hen-
Presbyterian Genera 
 of e pre-
church held a!
sunrise retreat at the home of 
"pm is Mrs. liatt':, I4-n--.'sr.,
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Watkins ofiMrs. 
Anna Parker is publicity,'
Germantown last week. During 
Chairman.
breakfast e period of prayer
was observed.
The featured speaker was
Dr. Vasco A. Smith who gave
a challenging message on
"Christian Stewardship." He
said "everything we own comes
from God and out of gratitude
to God for what He has done
for us thru Christ, we are corn- display at Owen college, and
pelled to give of our material the public is invited to view
wealth to advance His cause it Wednesday through Friday
among men." of this week.
One church officer, corn- The exhibit is sponsored baa
menting on Dr. Smith's spe,ch. the Humanities Division of
said: "Did not out hearts burn Owen college of which Mrs.
with joy as he spoke from the Dorothy T. Brown is chair-
depths of his heart?" man.
Certificates will be award------------ - -----
place winners, and the first
.] 
ed to first, second and third
_ 
I place winner's exhibit en-
Starts SATURDAY! tered in the contest sponsored
by the National Soap Sculp-
ture Corporation.
thiai DAISY
ONE BIG WEEK!
boldt, which serves the young in all parts of the world. HEAR ELVIS SINS 10 saw HMI
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• TROUBLE WHATSOEVER •
•
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Ca TENN. STATEDRIVING SCHOOL
• BR. 6-4121 •
BELIEVE IT OR NOT
We believe Now Is The Best Time Of Recent
Years To Purchase A Home Of Your Own Do Not
Wait. lust take a look at this Beautiful Home
-JUST GOOD LIVING
;281 Costallia
3 Badroraa Brick, Baths, Dish•wa•h•r, Living and Dining
Room, Breakfast Room, Madam Dec. Doable Garage, R•cent-
ly Built, Workshop. Inter Cam System, Floored Attie, Basement.
Shown by Appointment.
Aszi•L. Harris Realty, 1809 Cincinnati3OH 6-2264-946.7234
Anci• Mitchell Sales Woman - 946•9400
SHIRLEY yVEg
Mac111111.110111NO
EDWARD& SOB
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aw • no•ai.e UMW .10111 else
COMING NEXT WEEK!
APRIL 14
Starts
Easter Sunday
ONE BIG WEEK!
CHAS TAYLORS
Bronze
Mannequins
On Our Stage"
Performances 3:30, 7:30
and 9:00
MIDNIGHT RAMBLERS
Thurs, Cr Fri. 11:30 p.m.
Matinees 75c
Evenings 90c
Ramblers $1.00
WLOKSS -ARS OF
TOM MOR ROW
AMATEUR tiil„Y
EVERY WEENMAY
53 Students Enier
'Sean Scuinture' •
Exhibit At Owen
Some 51 students hay - en-
tered their work in a "Soap
Sculpture" exhibit now on
• f.11
•
MARTINIZING
ALMOST DOUBLES
YOUR EASTER
WARDROBE!
Now's the time to take ad-
vantage of our everyday spe-
cial . . . quality dry cleaning
in just one hour at no extra
charge. Our prompt service
will almost double yoUr
Easter and Spring wardrobeil
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ANOTHER NAME has been
dropped in the political pot of
speculation. It is Virgil Wilder.
regonial director of the State
Revenue einpartment. Our mes-
sage-bearer says that Wilder
will try for Sheriff M. A. Hinds'
spot, who is also, according to
reliable sources, running fast
for an office — some say
"mayor," others say "a judge-
ship."
"PETE" SESSON has an-
nounced that he will he in the
political race this year. How-
ever, he has not announced of-
tidally the slot he will seek
LATEST "GRAPEVINE"
message received on Commis-
sioner William -Bill" Farris is
that he will seek re-election
for his present post — and not
attempt to shoot Henry Loeb
out of the mayor's seat.
LABOR UNIONS are "busy-
as-bees" preparing for the '64
presidential election. Manyi
conservative Southern Demo-
crats are very busy prepsring1Lockards were royally enter-
to move into the Republican tamed in the Stanleys' beauti-
column just before the '64 elee- ful home, overlooking the
tion. Ohio river.
WHEN THE HONOREE fail- BACK HOME FROM HOT
ed to come to the party given 1 SPRINGS, ARK. came Dr.
Ira honor of her birthday an- and Mrs. E. Frank White.
niversary, the sponsors of the They go there around this
party took the party to her, time each year.
-11tis is the case of a local group
oe Branch YWCA workers,
who gave the party in honor of
'Mrs. Sarah Brown, for whom
Ithe Branch YWCA was named.
iThe group of women ate the
luncheon prepared at the YW-
CA thcr. took the bilthday
jcake to the home of Mrs.
!Brown and presented it to her
while they were singing happy
;bows,.
' CONCERNING THE Leath.
Florida deal things took courses
,that panned out.
I DID THAT HURRY-UP
!TRIP that Atty. H. T. Lock-
, ard took last weekend have
any political significance? He
,visited Frank Stanley, editor
of the Louisville, Ky. Defend-
:er, who is known to have a
i'direct pipeline into Washing-
politics, Mrs. Lockard at-1Icompanied her husband on
the business trip, we learned.
Mrs. Sta.lcy is the former
Vivian Clark Conley of here.
We also understand that the
• 
BTW SCHOOL NOTES
BY JOSEPH YOUNG alternate was Miss Ida Jones.
This column is dedicated to
Sandra Hill (Wash.).
PUBLIC NOTICE
The members of the Junior
Class met last week to make
final preparations for the Jun-
ior and Senior Prom. It will be
held May 9, at the Ellis Audi-
torium Ballroom.
SPOTLIGHT
second alternate, Miss Mable
Hermon.
The theme was "OLE KING
COLE." Dances were: ''Water
melon." "Sweet Georgia Brown,"
and a tap dance.
Singers were Ray Charles,
Jewel Berry imitate him: Min-
nie Pearl Greer singing "Imag-
inary Guy."
This week the radiant beams TEENS IN THE SWING
of the spotlight falls respective- Gloria Miller, Troy King. Rob-
ly on Ann Taylor, member of bie Ford, William Young, Wilma
12-11 class under the instruc- Ingram. Johnny Hayes. Julia
tion of Mrs. Williams. Toles, Ralph Dotson, Cloricline
Around the campus she is a Richards. Delois Grant. Ken-
member of the Quill and Scroll neth Porter. Arenthia Leath
club, Spanish club and is an Gladys Young, Jewel Berry
honor student. ,Mary Spearman. David Hardy
Religiously, she is a member Helen Prudent Larry Barr, Oar-
of the Progressive Baptist aldine Peguea Henry Morman.
church. Miss Taylor resides'Ada Biley, Larry Smith and ID
with her god-parents Mr. and IC Petties.
Mrs. W. Culpepper at 1337 Wil- !CHATTER THAT MATTER
son. To further her education.IEddle Richards, is Barbara
niche plane to attend LeMoyne 'Johnson the only one?
Initollege where she will major in Aubrey Howard and Janet
elementary education. Edwards are trying to get to-
SENIOR REVIEW gether.
The Senior Review was very, Mattie Harper and James
good. Miss Senior Review was Jones are getting tighter by the
Miss Josephine Gordon. Pirst,second. Eddie Hughes is one of
--- the neatest fellows around our
campus.Palm Sunday Topic Christine Jones what is your
philosophy? Alvin Greene Jr.
and Idella Harvey, Geraldine
Robinson and Howard Nelson,
and Betty Pane, James Thorn-
ton are called the Rambling
the subject of the sermon de- Three.
livered by Dr. Peter G. Craw- Johnny Hunt is known as
ford, the pastor, at Avery lover boy around the campus.
Chapel AME church on Palm Larry Smith and Geraldine
Sunday, and the public is Sallis are in the groove.
invited. Billy Gray who is that special
At 4 p.m., the Richard Allen girl in your life?
Youth Council will have its Herbert Bradfield has an in-
Centennial Fellowship hour iterest in Alma Thomas.
at the church. Ronald Robin-' Sandra Chapman and Sandra 
The Y-Teen Girls started an Educational Tour to Chica-
n is president of the Council Underwood are in the swing
grnd Novell Powell supervisor' (Car.). their annual Potato Chip Vcial Conference in Greenvile,
, 
and others to an interra-
f the department. Mary Pettis thinks she knows Chip sale, Friday. March n
and will continue through Tenn., in June.Thursday night, April 11, a it all. Yvonne Riley are you so,
candlelight Holy Communion stuck up? George McMurray April 8. The sale will be under
service will be held at the says he'll never give Yvonne the direction of Miss. Barbara
Neal, teen-age director of the
church with "Wherefore Hast Porter IHam i up.
Sarah Browne Branch YWCA.Thou Comer as the medita- Charles Griffin and Carolyn
tion theme. Blackburn are love birds. I Proceeds from the sale of
Ronald Cranford why is that'Potato Chips will aid activites
Manassas' Annual you go over to Hamilton all the and special programs carriedtime. Dorothy Mackey thinks on by the Y-Teens,
she can overtake Mary Pettis Approximately 500 Y-Teens
Musical Concert and get Isaac Knox. Helen Pru- throughout Memphis are par.
dent is your heart still at Ten- ticipating in the competition.
Manassas High School's an- nessee State. Daisy Crawford A plaque will be presented to
nual Band and Choir Concert who is your heart? Ida Couburn the school selling the most bags
was held last Tuesday, at the and Gloria Smith have their of Potato Chips, according to
school. Featured solist was C. eyes on two certain young men, an average basis, and the
Mosley of LeMoyne college.,
Mrs. Carolyn Garner of the
Manassas musical faculty, was
featured in "Concerto In Jazz"
for piano and band.
Students and faculty mem-
bers of other local schools were!
invited.
At Avery Chapel
"Does Christ Weep Over
Our Cities Today?" will be
, 2,000th EXPECTANT MOTHER to participate in the Child
Development program of the University of Tennessee School
of Medicine is Mrs. Linda German, above who is surrounded
by a physician, Dr. Sam P. Patterson and nurses, left-right.
Mrs. Betty Cashon, Mrs. Nancy Levitch, and Mrs. Phyllis
Kallaher. The Child Development Program, started here
four years ago, is a long-range study of the processes of
conception, pregnancy, labor, delivery and the growth of
the newborn child, at Gallor hospital Mrs. German lives at
Minister Gets Post
With New Book Firm
A well-known Baptist Min-
iste', Rev, N. G. Crawford of
3479 Rochester rd., has been
appointed national field di-
rector of Southern Educators,
Inc., a lirm in the education-
al reference material field.
Rev. Crawford was official-
ly appointed to the office dur-1
' ing a CerelllOily held herei
in Memphis at 43 N. Cleve-1
land with Jeff D. Smythe, Jr.,'
vice president and national
sales director of the firm ad-
ministering the oath.
In his new office, Rev.
Crawford will be responsible,
for recruiting young men and
women as sales personnel and
the establishment of many
new offices.
Southern Educators, Inc., is;
introducing to Memphis and!
the Southern market a diver-
sified program designed for
1591 Minnie St. Theiversity of Tennessee Is one of 14 the child from the first grade
medical centers throughout the nation participating in this I through_RsTocolcleiue.RCHES
study sponsored by the U. S.. Public Health. A contributing PAS
' In addition to a completefactor to the successful follow-up of 1840 babies in the set
or the American Educator(7hild Development Program in the Maternal Auxiliary : Encyclopedia, it includes ape
composed of 10 faithful women. These volunteer drivers dile material on science, so-
transport the four month old babies to the Child Develop-
,c,a1 studies, literature, history,
men Program clinic located on the seventh floor of E. if. mathematics and biology.
Crump Hospital.
"MISS SENIOR Y-TEEN FOR 19153-64
"Miss Senior 1'-Teen" was crowned during
the second annual formal dance by the
Senior Y-Teens of Sarah Brown Branch YW-
CA last Friday evening. A freshman at Man-
assas high school, Miss Mary Robinson, won
the title. She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Robinson. Crowning the queen is
Luvetri Howard, a senior at Geeter high
school, who is also associated with the Geeter
Y-Teen. She is the daughter of Mrs. Eigadie
Howard, 531 George it. First alternate is
Ruthie Cunningham, a senior at Washington
high school. She Is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Kelly Cunningham. 1089 Cummings at.
Second alternate is Ruby Nell Mix, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Mix, 4967 Weaver
rd. Miss Mix, a junior, Is affiliated with the
Geeter Y-Teen. — IPhoto by Billy Duncan)
Complete Fountain
St., SERVICE Cosmetics
It\ Cry, mode Pit,,le
Jewelry
550 VIANCE
Fast
free PHARMACYDelivery
Pho JA 6.9112 IA 6.9120
Y.. We,
CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH?
CITY FINANCE
(SOUND 11005
STIERICK BUILDING
WHIR! 10;irt 11K1 YOUPRUIPINTIAL
Y-Teens Start
Their Chip Sale
HAROLD
Says,
"WAKE UP YOU
HIBERNATORS"
Spring is
bursting out
All over this
World
Famous corner
BEALE 8t HERNANDO
Here you'll find every kind of tonic
for your Spring Festivities!
Bourbon-Scotche.s-Gins
Wines-Vodkas
QUALITY LIQUORS
Corner Beale & Hernando
MGR., HAROLD STREETS
mmt
LUNCHEONETTE
SO. THIRD ST.
Open-24—Hours
GOOD HOME•COOKED FOOD
PLATE LUNCH
SPECIAL  50'
FREE DELIVERY
Phon• 525-9236
ARE YOU SATISFIED WITH
YOUR PRESENT INCOME?
CAN YOU USE $25.00 a day?
if so --- apply at
2180 South Bellevue
between the hours of
8:00 A.M. to 11:00 A.M.
Ask for Mr. R. G. Hunter
UNIFORMS
Ladies • Mens
work clothes
Boots and Rain wear
choice styles
Retail-Wholesale
LUCAS & MOSS
334 MAIN PH JA 6-0132
(P:11411141; 
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.
) 41!.-e`o CART -HOME SAVINGS!
number of members in the!
school's Y-Teen Club. Eachl
girl selling 98 packages of chips
will receive a beautiful Y-Teen
bracelet. Proceeds from t h e
sale will also send girls on an
*under price of
home delivered
milk
each time you buy 2 half-gallons of
MIDWEST MILK
AT YOUR FOOD STORE
NEW — —
1 H.P. AIR CONDITIONER $12900
HURRY!
WE ONLY HAVE A FEW LEFT
McDANIEUS WEEKLY
SPECIAL
McDANIEL'S
Furniture & Appliance Co.
117 So. Parkway East WH 6-1667
1 Visits Here After
Rising Sun Baptist church in
Hernando, Miss.
Rev. Crawford, who was
named "Memphian of the
Week" recently by Radio Sta-
tion WLOK, is a member of
the Board of Directors of the
National Baptist Convention,
USA, Inc., and president of
the North Mississippi Baptist
Convention.
Before entering the minis-
try, Rev. Crawford was an
interior decorator and carpen-
ter.
Powerful Sneezes
SHEFFIELD, England —
(011) — Bus driver Dillwyn Wil-
liams sneezed three times and
sent seven persons to the
hospital. His sneezing bout
ended when the bus hit a
'lamp-post.
- -
KENTUCKY
BEAU
PRIME
20 Years Away He is pastor of the First AGED
Rev. Crawford, who pastors
three Baptist churches, will
he installed later in the sea-
son, in an office at 311 S.
Fourth St.
Baptist and New Bethel
churches in Memphis and the ,
A Mernphian, the former
'Miss Alice Withers, now Mrs.
Alice Jackson of Richmond,
:Caling., came
away 
hom years.e to visit after Woman Tortured
enroute home after attending b ITCH
ibe 20 She is
la funeral of her brother, A. y Agonizing1 
!Earl Withers, Jr. of Wash- 1 arrody inked to death
ington DC. Myearrs.Theil I founds
Mrs. Jackson, daughter of , jiZi:Z7a""Triare.M.N6rs."'
A. E. Withers, Sr., 1062 N.1 P. Rastroyell...A. calif
Manassas St., is the sister of }4,07,1.;„itri,.;LIVI ;;:17
Ernest Withers, Sr., a local 1.0.1 ors, ,ii•ties, rod,
photographer. Mrs. Jackson, attr"..AZhAr7ArVtle'in,"„!:,",t
a graduate of Manassas high modiAmecdrremekillsh•rmhalbaccerialoyms
school, attend Ed LeMoyne col- asroo eo., irro.olued •od in KENTUCKYKAUDISTIllINGCOMPANY,CMENHONO.n,
lege. Luaissiti;1=Ac.A=1:inih.egies.
0
A
A
0
V
0
0
FEASTING
FULL
90
PROOF
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT
BOURBON WHISKEY
p at-IPA&
ood stores
REDEEM YOUR COUPON
WHICH WERE MAILED TO YOU for
1400 FREE
QUALITY STAMPS
Coupon series for No. 1 Now Good
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Of Course it's Swifts Swift's Premium Fully Cooked!
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them at the feet of Jesus.
The observant person today
knows that every day he is
recipient of many blessings
given to him by Jesus. It is at had given these people. Men
this point that we realize that can subdue much emotional ac-
Jesus has made an entry .into tivity but when he becomes
our lives and we should re- really conscious of the bless-
joice. ings of God he must give ex-
SPARED US pression.
A visit to any hospital, a What happened on Palm
look at any of our newspapers,. Sunday was an unrestrained
or a short time at our televi- expression on the part of Brookssion or radio will reveal the these people to say to Jesus, W.
cata:-:rophes daily and hourly "Thank you!" Today above
taking p 1 a c e, an d we are everything else we need a George Washington Brooks,
not a part of these things group of dedicated people who an educator, was guest speaker
which make us to know that will come forth as did the when annual Men's Day was
only God could have spared us.' people of old and say to Jesus observed at Gospel Temple
All about us sickness, death, daily, "Thank you." 
'Bantist church recently.
accidents are leaving people When each of us becomes Brooks was introduced to 
the audience by Louis B. Hob- MB 
Mil
maimed for life and the like aware of God's ,goodness we !Gag
should make those of us who too will say through our giving,7 son, principal of Manassas
are spared happy that God has our church attendance, our vis- High school.
been our unseen Protector. iting in the our neighborhood Other participants on the
Many of us think it is due to in the name of the Lord, and nrovram
our skills, luck or economic d- our daily living, "Thank you 
were Jams  e Watts. Elder C. C. Owens, president
William Randolph, James and founder of the Religiouslibations which spare us the Jesus!" Thus we will be tear- Shells, James Hill, Rochester Worker's Guild of the Churchhardships borne by so many ing down our palms and strew- Neely, Joseph Jackson, Arthur of God in Christ International,
but nothing could be further ing our coats in His path. 
 Williams and P. Burnous. Co- will be guest speaker at the
lumbus Baptist church, master New Chicago church of God in
of e-remonies. Christ at 1137 Louisville on
Musical selections were ren- Palm Sunday. Anril 7, and the
&red by the male chorus. ;public is invited.
Members of the Men's Day! Elder Owens is pastor and
Committee were Arthur Wil-ifounder of the Emanuel Church
Funeral services for Mr. Sam- I was worthy patron of the Unity hams, chairman; Ernest C.' of God in Christ. The Religious
uel Chalmers, retired nlanta-H Chapter. A short while before,Witbers. Sr.. co-chairmen: Rob- Worker's Guild sponsors the
tion manager, were held here, the attack he had made a l ert Jones, secretary, and Stokes eresentation of the "Bishop
Rhodes. recently at St. Paul Bantist speech. .Charles Harrison Mason
church with the pastor, Rev.. A native of Walls, Miss., he -- • I Award" th. highest honor be-
S. H. Herring, delivering th- attended Baptist Industrial stowed in the church.
eulogy. Hit school at Hernando, Miss,. Pastor Ifistalls Widely-traveled, Elder OwensMr. Chalmers. whose late and managed a plantation has been a member of the
residence was 2197 Clayton there for the late Mrs. Alex Y.!
suffered a heart attack .Scott until his retirement. 
1 Offand died during a fellowship I A lover of music, Mr. ChaV
dinner given by Bony Grove .mers directed several choirs in
Lodge No. 139, of which he Walls and was at one time di- Dunn Ave. PTA• -- rector of the Calvary Baptist U
'church choir in Memphis. He
had also belonged to quartets! Rc.v. Lawrence F. 1-14vgoocl.
brf the Mississippi
Blvd. Seventh Day Adventist
church bid farewell to the pas-
tor, Elder Charles Graham, his
wife, and two children, Avis
and Charles Jr., during a pro-
gram and social held at the
Abe Scharff branch of the
YMCA on Sunday night, March
24.
Elder and Mrs. Graham and
children have moved to Louis-
ville, Ky., where he is pastor of
the Magazine Street Seventh
Day Adventist church.
Memes o
The Grahams had lived in
Memphis for eight years. Mrs. behalf of the children was
Graham had been the head of given by little Marsha Perkins.
the commercial science depart. TerryAddison, Sr., served as
master of ceremonies for the
program. Gifts were presented
to the Grahams, Noble Powell
on behalf of the church, and
Dv Mrs. Rosa Marr on behalf
Men Of Gospel
Temple Present of the senior choir.
RECEIVED GIFTS
A number of gifts were pre-
sented to the Graham family
by individual members of the
church. The presents included
a silver chafing dish and a sil-
ver set. They were also pre-
sented a plaque.
fag* 4
"And when He was come from the truth.
nigh even now at tho descent Each one of us today and
of the Mount of Olives, the
whole multitude of the di•
ciples began to rejoice and
praise God with a loud voice
for all the mighty works that
'they had seen: saying
'Blessed be the King that
cometh in the name of the
Lord: peace in heaven, and
glory in the highest.'"
—Luke 19:37, 38
DAY OF GLORY But God goes on blessing us.
Once every year we stop and His blessings are never hela
observe the day historically as back from us. He does not treat
Palm Sunday. This is the day us as wayward children but •
concerning the victorious entry ; treats us as sinners in need of
of Jesus into the city. Mem His mercy. This has been his-
whose hearts were filled with l torically true. God has always
memories of the good things been better to man than man •
that Jesus had done tore down has dared be with Him.
the branches from the palm SHOW THANKS
trees and threw their coats But man grows up— -he ma-
into His path. In far too many tures—he comes to the place ment of Manassas High school.' Serving on the refreshment
cases today we only think of where what God has done for
the good which Jesus has done him takes on real meaning.
for us at this particular season.7hen he makes all types of
Like so many of the worthy i gestures to show his apprecia-
holidays we can't afford to preciation to God for the daily
limit them to one day. The mo-Ishould move toward maturity.
tivating thought behind this blessings from God daily.
rejoicing can not be success- tion. But day by day man
fully limited to only one day. Each day we should humbly
Each day as we think in terms pop motts ot tiojia two; md
of God's goodness to us we gratitude for the blessings we
should have an inner urge to have received.
tear down that which is most Some people may declare
valuable in our lives and throw the activities of the Triumphal
Entry as an emotional upheav-
al but if it were It was one
moved by a deep-sated grati-
tude for the blessings Jesus
Samuel Chalmers Dies;
Managed Plantation
every day has every reason to
rejoice when we think in terms
of God's goodness. God has
been far better to us than we
have been to Him. We are His
stewards and custodians but
in far too many instances we
lose sight of both and when we
should be standing up andj
speaking for Him we fail to do
it.
DEFENDER
BID GRAHAMS FAREWELL
Members of the Mississippi Blvd. Seventh Day Adventist
Church held a farewell party for Elder Charles R. Graham,
Sr., and family recently in the gymnasium of the Abe
Scharff YMCA. Seen seated at table, from left, are Charles
R. Graham, Jr., Elder Graham, Mrs. Graham and Avis Jean
Graham. Standing in rear are deacons, elders and members
of the church board. From left are Sherman Aldridge, Mrs.
ra ams During Social At YMCA
Collins Chapel
here.Will Present A
Forum On BTW
A forum on the "Quotations
of Booker T Washington" will
be presented at Collins Chapel
CME church on Sunday. Anril
7, when the Cooperative Cir-
cle observes annual Booker T.
Washington Day.
Members of t,,e forum will
be Miss Joyce Nelson, Owed
college: Clarence 0. Daniel and
Miss Yvonne Smith, Manassas
High school, and Miss Martha
Knox. Dan J. Thomas will be
moderator.
SHOP AT HOME
Cr, WITH 6611
DISTRIBUTOR
• SAIPS TIMIS • SARI MOUSY
• SAIIIIIIFFORT
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Augusta Chalmers; a
daughter. Mrs. Lucille Wilson;
three brothers, Nathaniel Chal-
mers, Theodore Chalmers and
John Wesley Chalmers, and a
sister, Miss Lille Bell Chal-
mers.
Active pallbearers were Lew-
is McKay, Hallie Davis, John
McDavis, B. Tuton, George
Porter, and Alle Chandler,
members of Holly Grove Lodge
No. 129.
Interment was in New Park
Cemetery with T. H. Hayes and
Sons in charge of arrange-
ments.
[COIFFURE'S
by
Josephine
DISTINCTIVE
.rhi..41mIngPl7,u'hsewiv.osndalIrolvivente U.;. for STYLING & COLORINGmore than Oa. penerat bons. The SAYIKAN ,
SHOPPING GRNTER featurmover Inhales 1
products. inelAIng famous Donlon Isnoleted
C''- n. Toilet mos. Home Med winos. Foot Prod-
seta. Household Work  and lovely Lo
us,c..........— Mrs. Josephine Norman,
Fer QUALITY PRODUCTS al LOW PRICES CAI: Ou'ner
MR. R G. HUNTER I 1138 College St. 946-9139 
2180 Bellevue WH 6-1532 I '
BEAUTY SALON
GO BY BUS
• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY
pastor of the Parkway Gardens
Presbyterian church, gave an
address and installed officers
of the Dunn Ave. Elementary
school PTA at a recent meet-
Mg of the organization.
The officers are Mrs. Mar-
ioris Goodman, president. Mrs.
'Gladys Bolden, vice president;
Mrs. Fairy A. Peyton. first
vice president; Mrs. Claude
Gates. secretary: and Mrs. L.
Winfrey, financial secretary.
Plans for a snring project
,were discussed by the chair-
man, Wt. Elaine Campbell.
Mrs. Doyle R. Burnley is
principal of the school.
41--- CHOIR & PULPIT
GOWNS
All Colors and Cele*
Combinations
Badges for Ushers and
Oreeniussioses
045101 FURNITURE SEPT.
Peet (one. Tebbe
Lowest Paces Available
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG
SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS
701 H it., N.E. 77 Alabama St., LW.
Washington 2,0.C. Atlanta 3, Gurgle
ars Of
Appearing on the program as
soloists were Mrs. Myrtle Sur-
rell, Mrs. Elizabeth Martin, and
Mrs. Evelyn Iles, with Mrs.
Cora I. Reid accompanying
them. A duet was given by
Mrs. Myrtharyn Powell and
Mrs. Vashit M. Montague.
During the program, read-
ings were given by Mrs. Lillian
Jones. program chairman, and
Miss Minnie Tompkins. Paying
tribute to the pastor for his
work in the community was
Mrs. Rita Jones. A speech on
can Speaks
Here Palm Sunday
church for 32 years. Elder E. E.
Dickerson is host pastor.
NEED
CASH:
—Quick Loans—
Automobile, Furniture
Signature
There is 11 reason why people
lik• to do business with us. You,
too, will lik• our courteous treat-
ment and d•slr• to help you.
"Open Thursday and Friday
Nights Until 700 P.M.
Saturdays 9:00 te 1,00
DIXIE FINANCE CO.
Home Own•d Herne Operated
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
"W• lik• to say y•s to your
loon requ•st"
Esarnin•d and Supervls•ei by
the State Deportment of
In•urana• and Banking.
2 LOCATIONS
161 S. Main, JA 74581
152 Madison, JA 5-7111 
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM
BHS
TAILORS
INC.
248 Vence Ave. JA 7-9320
Memphis, Tennessee
"YOUR Company Makin Whet You Ask Fee And
Creed*. Whet You Thi.k Of"
committee were Mrs. T. R. Ar-
mour, chairman; Mrs. L. E.
Crittenden, Miss Barbara Hen-
dree, Mrs. Dorothy Hendree,
Mrs. Rebecca Davis, Mrs. Ter-
ry Addison, Mrs. Rosa Marr,
Mrs. Ruby Brown and Mrs.
Gloria Perkins.
Ousley Perkins, Jr., was
chairman of the affair. He was
assisted by Claude Jones, Sr.
SATURDAY, APRIL 6, 1963
Church Plans Series Corry To Present
For 'Passion Week' 
Spring Tea Sunday 0A series of sermons by the
pastor, Rev. H. L. Starks, will
highlight Passion Week at St.
James AME church at 600 N.
, Fourth st., from April 8-11, and
the public is invited.
The services will start at 8
. p. m., and will last for one
.4. hour.
i On Friday night, April 12,guest ministers will speak onthe subject. "The Seven Last
Words of Christ."
Rosa Marr, Arlander Sloan, Alexander Campbell, Pedro L.
Bond, Ousley Perkins, Jr., T. R. Armour, Noble Powell,
Claude Jones, Fairbanks Ford, Archie Branch, Sr., Terry
Addison and Mrs. L. E. Crittenden. The Grahams have been
transferred to Louisville where he will pastor the Magazine
Street Seventh Day Adventist church. — (Mark Stansburry
Photo)
embers ow rareweiio I ne Church Club Will
Present Pageant
"Hymns of the Cross," a pro-
gram of narration, singing and
color films, will be presented
at St. Stephens Baptist church
on Sunday, April 7, and the
public is invited.
The program is being spon-
sored by the Renaissance club
as its annual Easter presenta-
tion.
Rev. 0. C. Criven is pastor
of the church at 508 N. Third
at.
The program will start at 8
p. m.
The Parent-Teacher Asso-
ciation of Corry Junior High
school will present its first
Spring Tea in the school's
cafetorium on Sunday, April
7, between 4 and 6 p.m., and
the public is invited.
Mrs. Dorothy Simmons is
PTA president, Robert L Ter-
rell Tea chairman and J. P.
Atkins principal of the school.
X
FORTNER
CLOTHING COMPANY
154 SOUTH MAIN ST.
24e4s 71-te
71ta ga/sEe4 tate ga/sif
cks. Paif
ehaiicie 74ccemii,i
Coupons worth 100 Free Quality
Stamps each were mailed to you. Be
sure and redeem every coupon a.nd
get your 2,400 Free Quality Stamps!
1 
Coupons series *1 are good through
April 13.
Get your Free BUMPER NUMBER STICKER aCycur Big Star Store.
Every Big Star will give away 5,000 each week,
number posted at Big Star is on your car you're
the Lucky Winner! Check for complete-
details!
Everyday Low, Low
prices and valuable
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S
AT JUBILECT SMORGASBCARD
• Seated: left-right, Searcy Harris, principal,
Mt. Pisgah high school, Cardova; Miss
Charlsye Heard, principal, Leath school: Mose
Walker, assistant principal, B. T. Washington
Teachers With Jubilect Contest Chairman
Seated: left-right, Mrs. Norma Griffin, Mrs.
high school. Standing: Nat D. Williams, Jubl-
lect chairman; Dr. R. Q. Venson, founder
and general chairman: Atty. Frank Scott,
presoldent, Clifton Satterfield. secretary-
treasurer.
contest. Standing: Miss Barbara Bowden,
Miss Rose Caviness. Mrs. Jean Harris,
Irene Davis, Mrs. Georgia Harvey, Mrs. Helen Marietta Brinkley, Mrs. Ann Stephenson,
Waterford. Mrs. R.. Q.. Venson, chairman of Miss Barbara Jean Anderson
— •-- - -
Jackson Miss Crowned
'Miss West Tennessee'
a Miss Delores Vaulx, daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Johnny
Vaulx of Jackson, was crowned
'Miss Bronze West Tennessee'
in a pageant staged at Merry
Hier) Scltaol *arch p.
She captured the title with
her presentation of a dramatic
4 song and dance routine, "The
Dance of Miriah Knight."
Crowning Miss Vaulx was
WJAK scholarship winner of
Isn, Miss Mary E. Bond in the
absenca of Miss Ethel Deberry.
Honor Society
Holds Ceremonies
At Douglass
The Douglass Honor Society,
a chapter of the National Hon-
akor Society, held induction cere-
glimonies March 20. in the audi-
torium of the school. The in-
ductees were formally gowned,
pinned and given their mem-
bershin cards by the Prineioal.
M. N. Conley, assisted by
Charles Brown, nresident and
other members of the chapter.
The four cardinal princioles
of the Honor Society, Charac-
ter. Scholarship. Leadership
and Service were ' emphasized
in the' Torch Ceremony with
Miss Alva Crivens, Miss Dor-
othy Johnson Nathaniel Guinn
and James Kincaide lighting
the candles.
Eleven students were hon-
ored, three cf whom are sen-
iors and eight juniors. The
students -.re Minnie L. Tomp-
kins, William Fleming and
Kathryn Smith. seniors; Glor-
ia Knox, Matilda Moore, San-
dra Nelson, Dorothy Williams,
Grace Wilson, Walter Taylor,
James Wallace Henderson and
Fred Henderson, juniors.
S
The Douglass Concert Choir
Wand representatives of the
Bend rendered music.
Featured speaker was Rev.
James M. Lawson. Tr.. nastor
of Centenary Methodist Church
of Metnnhis. He ehatienaea the
student body with his remarks
Among parents and friends
rittending "ere: Mrs. Juba
'leming, Mrs. 011ie Ward,
Mrs.rvie Lerrie, Rev. and Mrs.
0. C. Crivens, Mrs. Betty
(-Winn M-s Roe" .To,pc , 'Mfrs.
Vrta Boyd, Mrs. Elizabeth Wil-
liams Mec Edo" Knox Mrs
Cornilia Miller, Mrs. Blondell
Sway, Mrs Julia Panderson
and granddaughter, Mrs. Eula
Flow—, Ws. Victori- Smith,
Mrs. Ethel B. Coper, Mrs. Isa
belle En" and others: Mrs
Mildred Nelson, Mrs. Willie
Swearengln, , Anthony Hawk
Renresertetiyes from t h
following National Honor So
#eties "'re also nrraert: Car
1110 14ir High School, Porter Jr. lity.
Miss Vaulx is a senior hono,
student at Merry High schu..I
and participates in many iri
land out of school activites.
First runner-up was Miss
ii'"qYe Plunkett of Madison
,County, a senior honor student
lat East High school, and the
daughter of Mrs. Cleveland
i Miller. She received her 'honor
.by doing excerpts from "The
Telltale Heart" by Poe.
, Second runner-up was Miss
!Wilma DuPree of Denmark.
,Tenn., daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Willie DuPree and a
senior honor student at West
High school. She gay" a dra-
matic presentation of "Dark
,Symphony."
I A musical skit on glass tuned
with water took third runner-
up honors for Miss Paulette
,Willis of Jackson. She is a sen-
ior honor student at Merry and
'he dauehter of Mr. and Mrs.
Kermit Willis.
Fourth runner-up was Miss
'Emma Jari Beauregard of Bo-
She is the daughter of
IMr. and Mrs. Jim Beauregard
Is114 a senior honor student at
.1Bolivar Industrial. She did
Dimbar's selection, "The Par-
ty."
Aelitional participants mix-
ling beauty with brains were
Misses Florita Neilson, Fl-anor
Grimes, Gladys Jones, Erlene
Jaccx. Peggy Barber, Gwendo-
lyn Merry, Rosie Lee Hughes,
Annette Ferguon, Dorothy
Gentry, Joyce Faye Weaver,
rAyendolYn T,ong, and Eleanor
Glenn Williams.
Miss Vaulx was the reeinient
of a $300 scholarship to the
school of her choice from the
Jackson Alumnae chapter of
Delta Sigma Theta sorority.
sponsor of the affair and other
gifts from Jackson merchants.
Miss Plunkett received a
WO to Mississinni Vocational
college in Itta Bena. This was
made n-issihle through Presi-
dent J. H. White of the college.
She also received gifts from
Jackson merchants.
Miss nuPree was recipient
of a $100 from Radio Station
WJAK and gifts from Jackson
merthants.
merchants: Third and fourth
runners-up received ,gifts front.
Jackson merchants.
American beauty roses were
presented to the first three fin-
alists by Pharmaco Co., makers
of Artra To Cream and all
contestants received beauty
kits from Artra.
Master of ceremonies was
Rev. F. L. Curry of Memphis
- and Brownsville, Tenn., and 
1Mrs.Maggie Massey of Jack-
son served as charm consult-
- ant. Chairman and ,co-chair-
man of the annual affair are
C Arms L. Cry-Ice and Mrs.
Alfreda Porter. Mrs. Mildred
-1Pay is president of the soror-
Mrs.
and
and dyn
DEFIKPI Dam
MANASSAS HIGH NEWS
By COBY SMITH &
BARBARA DUNCAN
What 'a feeling for prose and
Poetry Spring can bring! Hope
You're in the mood for it became
whether you like it or not, that's
exactly what you're going to get.
Have you ever stopped to
think how much our lives have
been affected by poetry from
the time we learned to say "Ma-
ma"? Can you remember this,
Roses are red, violets are blue,
baboons are ugly and so are you.
Even before you reached that
stage, you probably heard, "Jack
and Jill went up the hill to get
a pall of water, Jack fell down
and broke his crown and Jill
came tumbling after.'
Incidentally, while thinking
of Charles McClore, Maxine Cur-
rie lecited. "How do I love you?
Let me count the ways, after
you've taken me to lunch, a mo-
vie, and loads of restaurants."
Roses are red, violets are blue,
Thurman loves Minnie and she
loves him too.
I shot an arrow into the air,
It fell to earth. I know not where
and Bobbie Agnes and Milton
Brooks don't even care.
Oh! Oh! I Just found out
where my arrow fell. but I don't
think Jesse Butler would like
me to tell you.
One day at a play rehearsal,
Iva Jackson looked at Ronnie
Williams and said, "Grandma,
what big eyes you have."
After seeing Lucy Yates and,
Charlie Wilks last Saturday, II
can imagine Charlie is saying,
for your love I'd do most any-
thing but I'll be darned if I walk
all over Main St. If you ever
heard about Little Miss Muffin,
you know how Morris has Luti-
chi Wyatt tangled up in the
Webb.
A certain sophomore has been
comparing George Tucker to
Humpty Dumpty.
TOP COUPILES
Kenneth Shaw and Margaret
Newman, Tommie Jones and
Anita Jackson, Jesse Johnson
and Claudine Cooper. Danny
Peete and Brenda Rice.
Joe Duckett and Jackie Clay-
born, Charles Shores and Max-
ine Seaborn, Elmer Orr and
Sherry Ford. Leroy Jenkins and
Claudia Tyler, Calvin Herring
Joyce Carney, Aaron Sla-
and Ivory Greene.
Last
NISS DELORES VAULX
tia• man-
SHOP WITH US FOR ALL YOUR EASTER NEEDS
CLOTHES FOR MOM, DAD AND ALL THE CHILDREN!
r" •^%
HARRY'S
Vat Nestidea" 94ge4t See
717-19 E. Broadway
Pho. RE 5-3620
WEST MEMPHIS, ARK.
,assas Band and Choir Concert
was given under the direction
of Emerson Able, Mrs. Bobbie
B. Jones. and Mrs. B. S. Wilson
in the Cora P. Aaylor auditori-
um. It was considered by the
audience as the finest of the
season.
On April 8, the Speakers and
Writers will present their an-
nual Spring play. "Who Killed
Aunt Caroline?", a three act
mystery with a touch of humor
and pleasant characters that are
bound to "get you." The cast in-
cludes Iva Jackson, Irene Bar-
ber, °phone. Rainey, Defrancis
Freeman, Delorea Cleaves, Jost-
phine McClain, Violetta Austin,
Edna Boyd, Easter Moore, Ron-
nie Williams. James Houston,
Richard Brown and Coby Smith.
For the next few weeks. you'll
be hearing about the John Mo-
rel Scholarship Competition in
which our own Charles Bran-
ham is running. The contest of-
fers up to $1.000 in scholarships
for the contestant and $10,000
to the voter. You may vote for
Charles either by sending any
Morrell product or a postcard
with your name and Charles
Branham to Box 187 Hollywood
Station, Memphis, Tenn.
If you hurry, there's still time
to collect ballots for Shirley
Purnell who is presently run-
ning in the Miss Mid-South
Contest. The contest ends April
13, and I hope each of you will
support Shirley in her effort to
bring another distinction to our
school.
In the hustle and bustle of the
past weeks I didn't get a chance
to acknowledge the victory of
the school Quiz'em Team over
Hamilton. Participating mem-
bers were Melba Watson, Phyl-
lis Atwater, Francine Guy, and
Roy 0. Blv.
Two-Hour Service
On Water Heaters
Now Available
A new service is available
to the residents of Memphis
and Shelby County. It is two-
nour service on water heaters
by a firm called "Water Heat-
ers, Inc.," which opened for
business recently at 3152 Broad
rage
Academic Honor DOUGLASS HIGH
Won By Memphis
Girl At Bennett SCHOOL ROUNDUP
Miss Hazel Abron, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Abron
of 348 Fay Ave., will be one of
82 students to receive recog-
nition for academic achieve- 1
ment at Bennett college in
Greenboro, N.C., on Sunday,,
April 7, according to the pres-
ident, Dr. Willa B. Player,
A gradaute • of Hamilton]
High school, Miss Abron willl
be one of five seniors to get
the honor.
Speaking at the program will
be Dr. Benjamin May, presi-
dent of Morehouse college. The
theme will be "Academic Ex-
cellence."
Miss Abron's father is assist-
ant principal at Melrose High
school and her mother teaches
history and geography at Ma-
nassas.
, By ORA LEE DOUGLAS
Hi there. I'm back again with
the latest news from Douglass
High School.
Last week was Career Week
at Douglass High School. There
were professional speakers in
such areas as Civil Services,
home economics Nursing, mod-
eling, law and Military Service.
each speaker talked on its
profession.
HONOR PROGRAM
Friday, the Honor Society
presented an honor roll program
in the school auditorium. Some
of the students making the hon-
or roll were Sandra McNeal,
Shirley Walker, Oetceda Mitch-
ell. Griscilla Broome, Gloria
Boyd and Ptosha Ward. Shar-
ron Williams made the princi-
pal's honor roll.
MT. PISGAH NEWS
By WILLIE MAE JOHNSON &
BARBARA ANN FINLEY
Hello, this is Willie and Bar-
bara letting you in on the latest
happening around the Greater
Mt. Pisgah High.
CAREER WEEK
This year we are not having
a Career Day. We are having a
career week starting April 1. Eknd
ending May 9.
Every day there will be con-
sultant at the school speaking
on such subjects as music, home
economics, English and modern
language.
Mrs. 0. Tate and Mrs. Doris
Vaughter Holmes are the spon-
sors. The theme of this week is
"Choosing A Career In A Chang-
ing World."
HONOR ROLL
We have here the Honor Roll
for the fourth and sixth week.
We also have the Principal's
Honor Roll. The students with
average of 05 or over are mem-
bers and if they make the Prin-
cipal's Honor Roll five times
during the year they will receive
a prize from Principal Harris
at the end of the school year.
FRESHMEN
Jeanette Gatlin, Scherezade
Jones. Beverly Joyner. Remell
Jackson. Shirley Rhodes, Min-
nie Mullins, Lucille Faulkner,
Clara Jones. John Parker, Paul-
ette Edinbough, Earline La Sane
Katie Stewart, Oloria Branch,
Mary Harris, Joyce Moore, Har-
old Farris. E. Buford, Deborah
Bolden, Willie Jeans and Hattie
B. Tatum.
SOPHOMORES
_ Franketta Guinn, Florence
Washington. Lester Flaming,
Carrie Spencer, Lois Washing-
ton, Rosella Kirkwood. Mary
Tatum. Elizabeth Jackson. Hel-
ken Clear, William Gatlin, Wil-iam Allen. Ada Nesby, Milton-
ette Brinkley, Lorine Harris,
Jackie Roberts, Catherine Chaf-
fin and Earline Burnett,
JUNIORS
Earlie Riles, Mable Branch,
Marion Cunningham. Ruth Ann
Fields, Bobbie Lue Watson, El-
liotte Joyner, and Florine Car-
penter.
SENIORS
Veris Watkins, Bonnie Quinn.
Mary Jones, Cleauther Morris,
Mildred Fleming, Mazzine Fra-
zier, Bobbie Spears, John Riley,
William Stokes, T. C. Johnson
and Willie Nesby 90.
NOTICE
The Miss Mid-South Contest
will be over soon and Earlie
Biles is still a contestant. Help
her put up ri, good fight even if
she doesn't win first place.
, We have been told that Joe
Joyner Man.) is dating Gloria
Brown but doesn't intend to
take her to the prom.
Lois Jean Williams is 'cry
funny about who she dates.
TOP COUPLES
Jaques Tate and Annie Hell
Braawell.
Sherm Yates and Evelyn
Chism.
Waverly Hospon and Paalee
Chavers.
Zack Sims and Theresa Math-
ews,
Lois Williams and James
Smith (Man.)
TEENS IN THE SWING
Walter Winfrey. James Park-
er, James Kincade, Clifton Dates
Gloria Wilkes, Gloria Price.
Dorothy Seymour, Maxine Ber-
nard. Sandra Long and Marilyn
Amerison.
We are wondering if Andra
Harris is still thinking about
Joshua Ware.
MUSIC DEPARTMENT
The music department of
Douglass High School present-
ed its annual Band and Choir
Concert Wednesday night. It is
under the direction of Omar
Robinson and Nelson Jackson.
DEVIL'S WOR.KSHOP
James Kincade and his girl
have quit. and he is waiting for
her to make the first step to
come back.
Carolyn Owens seems to think
that Elton Thomas is cute.
What do you think?
Coby Smith's heart is at Doug-
lass (C.13.L.).
Ruby Marshall, which of the
two fellows do you want? Chris
Crawford or Charlie Cook?
Collins Harris is putting her
tag on Harvey like she did
Charles Brown.
We are wondering if Andra
Harris is still thinking about
Joshua.
The N.D.C.C. of Douglass had
their Military Ball Friday Night
In the school gym. Some of the
couples seen there were Charles
Brown and Beatrice Cumming,
Andrew Hall and Mary Malone,
Nathaniel Quinn and Oertece-
da Mitchell and Eddie McKay
and Diane Sykes, and James
Smith and Lois Williams.
STUDENTS-STUDENTS
STUDENTS
SOUTHERN
EDUCATORS,
YOU CAN WIN A 7 VOLUME SCIENCE
LISRARY IN THE SOUTHERN
EDUCATORS, INC. SCIENCE CONTEST.
Follow the simple rules below to the best of your ability
and mail the coupon with your answer to SOUTHERN
EDUCATORS SCIENCE CONTEST, 43 N. Cleveland,
Memphis, Tennessee.
Entries must be postmarked not later than midnight,
SATURDAY, April 6th, 1963.
The winner will be announced Wednesday, April 10th,
in The TRI-STATE DEFENDER.
OFFICIAL RULES
(1) Must be student - grade 1 through 12.
(2) Completely fill in coupon and mail to the above
address.
(3) Entries will be judged on neatness, originality, and
aptness of thought. In case of ties entry bearing the
earliest post mark will be chosen. Decision of the
judges will be final.
(4) State clearly from what source you got the answer.
INC.
43 It. eleceetaded
Nesoica,
NAME 
ADDRESS
AGE
GRADE
SCHOOL 
PARENT'S SIGNATURE
PHONE
Father's Occupation 
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Skilled Jobs
Secretary of Labor W. Willard
Wirth's advice to the youth of the
nation should serve as a warning to
our junior citizens who are inclined
to waste away their opportunities by
cutting their schooling.
"Young people," the Secretary of
Labor said, "must continue their
education and training as long as
possible to qualify for the skilled
jobs of the 1960's."
Mr. Wirth issued the statement at
0 the same time he was releasing the.
Bureau of Employment Security's
1963-64 edition of the "Job Guide for
Young Workers."
The Job Guide will furnish young
people with valuable information re-
garding the duties, characteristics,
qualifications, employment prospects,
advancement opportunities, and
methods of entry for a wide variety
of jobs frequently held by young
people leaving high school.
In addition, the publication pro-
vides practical and helpful sugges-
tions regarding pertinent factors to
be considered in making job choices.
The Guide, designed to help get young
workers off to a good start in their
working life, is prepared by the Bu-
reau's United States Employment
Service in cooperation with state
employment security agencies.
The up-to-date information con-
tained in the 73-page booklet repre-
sents the accumulated experience
Juvenile Delinquents
You can find a hatful of theories
about the causes of juvenile crime.
The trouble with most of them is
that they seem to be only partial
explanations.
For example, such usually cited
factors as poverty, bad housing, brok-
en homes, racial discrimination and
poor schooling obviously do not play
any role in the substantial amount of_
crime committed by well-cared for
youngsters in the U. S. suburbs.
The playwright Arthur Miller,
writing not long ago in Harpers,
searched hard for a real common
thread, one which would bind to-
gether juvenile crime not just in
this country but all over the world.
It runs high in Europe—even in the
Soviet Union.
Miller believes he has found the
bond. He thinks it is an all-nervad-
ing boredom, a•strange kind of emnti-
ness of the mind and spirit. The
emptiness he speaks of comes from
and knowledge about jobs for youth
gained by specialists in public em-
ployment offices. It is the fruits of
their daily contact with young work-
ers and with employers of young
people.
The Job Guide will be used by
more than ten thousand high schools
which have cooperative arrange-
ments with local offices of state em-
ployment services.
Under this program, counseling,
testing, and placement assistance is
given high school students planning
to look for employment. It is esti-
mated that close to 600,000 high school
seniors will be registered by the pub-
lic employment offices in this co-
operative project during this school
year. •
Copies of the Job Guide may be
purchased from the Superintendent
of Documents, U. S. Printing Office,
Washington 25, D.C., at 45 cents each.
All of our youth should avail them-
selves of the opportunity created by
this service bureau.
Those employers who wish to prac-
tice discrimination on the ground of
race would be happy to hide behind
a valid excuse: "lack of educational
preparation and training for the job
sought." We will prove guilty of re-
tarding our own economic progress if
we fail to take advantage of adequate
preparations for jobs that require
training and skill.
an absence of challenges, a lack of
genuine, meaningful conflicts, a fail-
ure to test the individual's will and
capacity.
The poor man's son sees the gov-
ernment, with some erratic excep-
tions, providing welfare checks. The
rich man son's sees his father pro-
viding cars, television sets, cameras,
at the asking. When does either young
man learn he must earn the rewards
of life?
In this situation, it is suggested,
he manufactures excitement by ven-
turing into daring and often brutal
crime. The senseless assault perhaps
makes sense only as a momentary re-
lease from boredom.
Parents, indeed the whole adult
world, cannot be relieved of heavy
responsibility for creating the vac-
uum in which today's youngsters
thresh about, often so wildly. But
neither should the young be absolved
of blame.
NOTWITHSTANDING
Thaddeus T. Stokes
JUST! PLAIN HUNGRY
I use to read a column by a phy-
sician in a daily newspaper I read
regularly. This physician-columnist
said "You Are What You Eat." At
that time I found the column interest-
ing reading. However, I did not take
seriously what I read. — That was
some years ago.
Now — the more I recall the phy-
sician's column, the more I can ap-
preciate his messages. Our diets are
very important. Poor diets was one
of the major factors which caused
Negroes to be stereotyped as being
"lazy and shiftless," during darker
days of Negroes' enslavement in
America.
Negroes are still the whipping-boy
in this name-callin fj. Poor diets con-
tribute heavily to a lot of the ap-
parent vigorless movements of the
Negro — particularly the Negro in
the deep South.
VICIOUS CIRCLE
Many Negroes are forced to subsist
on a minimum diet. For the fear that
I might be misunderstood by the
above statement. I will state it this
'way: Negroes are not necessarily
next door to starvation, but his denial
of job opportunities prevents him for
being financial able to purchase the
necessary foods for an adequate diet.
He might be fortunate enough to eat
all he wants of foods available — but
not enough of the foods he needs are
not available because of his low pur-
chasing power, which is governed by
his low income, which is contrnIlr_d
by his denial of equal opportunity to
compete in the labor market.
This is the vicious circle which has
victimized the Negro. His victimizers
— 
some white Americans — who
attempt to justify their human cruelty
will readily be given to name-calling
my saying "Negroes are lazy."
STOCK OF PIGS
Most American Negroes are not in-
nately "lazy" and "shiftless," — they
are just underfed and underemployed.
The doctor-columnist was right
when he said "We Are What We Eat."
He could have used the Negro as a
prime example. His starvation-in-
come, — even uqail this very day —
forces him to stick to a diet which is
slightly better than the slop fed pigs
which are being raised for "fat" only.
Even breeders of choice stock of pigs
provides a bcttar diet for their stuck-
comparably speaking — than the
average Negro in Memphis can afford
to provide for himself.
The lack of a well balanced diet
cntributes heavily to the demeanor
of any human. Poor diets is a major
factors in the learning-process of
students. It causes high susceptibility
to diseases. It aides and abetts crimes.
It is a factor to be considered in
immorality. Poor diets also cause Ne-
groes to have to pay a higher life
insurance rate because of a shorter
life-expectancy than a white Amer-
ican.
A poor diet will require a person
to sleep more. It will cause a person
to be irritable and easily given to
violent outbursts. Also a poor diet
can cause premature decay of teeth,
impaired eye-sight, lustre-less hair
and bad complexion.
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Sponsor Denies Racial
Snub In TV Golf Show
IF YOU NEVER ask questions, you
never get answers.
In two preceding columns, we have
raised certain questions:
1. Why network championship golf
shows never use a Negro champion like
Charlie Sifford?
2. Why should Negro people continue
to patronize national sponsors which un-
derwrite shows which exclude Negroes?
We named certain companies such as
Ford and Lincoln Mercury, General Tire
and The Reynolds Aluminum Company.
We heard nothing from the Ford,
Mercury or General Tire people, but we
did get a swift reaction from Reynolds.
Bill Dasheff, vice-president of the
Madison Avenue firm of Lennen and
Newall, came to see us. Dasheff's com-
pany, one of America's top agencies, rep-
resents Reynolds.
Dasheff had feceived, an urgent call
from Reynolds. The Reynolds Company
does not want the impression to get
around that it would practice racial dis-
crimination.
Reynolds 'Explanation'
HERE IS the company's explanation
as to why Charlie Sifford has never been
a participant in the "All Star Golf" tele-
cast. They claim:
1. That they (Reynolds) did not pur-
chase the show directly; that they nego-
tiated their sponsorship through NBC,
which has a contract with producer Hank
Saperstein.
2. That there is absolutely no intent
to bypass Charlie Sifford or any other
Negro because of race; that, in fact, Sif-
ford has been under consideration several
times for participation in the show.
3. That Sifford has not been used
,imply because he does not qualify, ac-
cording to the standards of the show which
are based on "consistently placing high in
scheduled tournaments, being atop Pro-
fessional Golf Association money earner
and qualifying for top ratings for Ryder
Cup points."
So far as this explanation goes, it is
fine. We have no reason to doubt the
sincerity of Mr. Dasheff or his client.
Reynolds Aluminum.
Wield Influence
ON THE OTHER HAND, we must
point out that even though the company
may not have purchased the show direct-
ly, as a sponsor paying huge sums of
money, they certainly have tremendous
influence. Furthermore, it is ironic to
state that Sifford does not qualify on the
ALFRED DUCKETT
basis of tournaments played and money
earned.
Everyone knows the Negro golfer,
even of Sifford's stature, is barred from
certain tournaments because of his race—
which means his earning capacity is limit-
ed. Being denied a chance because of lack
of qualification while being unable to
become qualified because of discrimina-
tion is an old story of the Negro.
Of course, we cannot blame Reynolds
for the discrimination practiced by people
who run tournaments. Yet, we do feel
that organizations like Reynolds, which
are obviously concerned in a positive way
about the Negro market, can and should
take extra steps to even pp the chances
for our champions and celbbrities.
Evidently Reynolds agrees. For we
have a definite promise from high com-
pany spokesmen that in devising of a new
format for shows for next season, Sifford
will be given favorable consideration,
provided he is still a PGA contender.
We are also heartened by the state-
ment of Hank Saperstein, the producer
of "All-Star Golf," that: "We will play
any golfer whether his skin is white, yel-
low, black or green; whether he is Ameri-
can, British, South African, Australian or
Congolese, if he qualifies under the show's
requirements."
Begins With Handicap
WE WOULD like to remind people of
good will like Dasheff, Saperstein, Len-
nen and Newall and Reynolds Company
that the Negro starts off in many areas
under a handicap. This makes it only fair
that he be given a chance to meet require-
ments; a chance which takes his consid-
eration.
We beg for nothing. We ask no spe-
cial privilege. We seek merely adjustment
by men of good will to equalize the In-
justices practiced by those of bad will.
We congratulate the Reynolds Com-
pany on its sensitivity in this area. We
have been highly encouraged by their
positive reaction.
If the company is willing to take hold,
dramatic steps to become a front runner
in expressing appreciation for the support
of the Negro consumer, we will be willu
ing to attempt to help to show that the
Negro consumer will give even more sup-
port.
We do not wish to achieve fair play
for the Negro by practicing unfairness to
anyone. On the other hand, we wilt ask
for and will insist on fair play for the
Negro.
by NAT  D. WILLIAMS 
WHAT OUTSIDERS?
The disturbance in Greenwood, Miss.,
is proceeding with the old time background
music accompanying the South's pet plaint
concerning "outside agitators."
Almost invariably, and down through
the history of the mess, Negro efforts to
raise status or otherwise change the pat-
tern of life he has traditionally lived in
the South . . . and even in the North .
bring the charge that all would have been
well . . . "if outside meddlers hadn't come
in and stirred up trouble."
In many instances, when an inter-racial
upset has attracted more than local at-
tention . . . and naturally drawn news
paper writers and photographers, along
with good and bad intentioned kibitzers,
the local spokesmen come up with the
other angle to the "outsider" charge . . .
that "this thirig could have been settled,
if the outside meddlers would get out of
the picture."
NEGRO DEBATERS
The whole thing came into sharp focus
the other day here in Memphis when a
group of Negroes got to debating whether
or not Jackie Robinson, Rev. Martin
Luther Kit-1g, and James Farmer should
go into Greenwood and add their presence
and efforts to those of Greenwood Negroes
who are demanding the right to vote
and other civil rights.
It was interesting to note that some of
the Negro debaters took a dim view of
Robinson's, Farmer's and King's announc-
ed intention to "invade" Greenwood. The
held that since Greenwood Negroes hi
started the movement to gain their own
political and civil rights they should be
left to finish it in their own way.
They further maintained that Green-
wood Negroes and white folk know their
own local Situation better than any "out-
sider" ever will. They argue that profes-
sional "race men," Sit-iner's and CORE
workers do more harm by their presence
than they do good. They maintain that too
many Negroes are basking in the public
spotlight by making it their business to
meddle in local situations . . . not to help
others involved ... but to gain free publi-
city and a reputation for being "race
savers."
Then, they fall back on the clinching
argument of "go slowers," that Green-
wood white folk are just like all °their
human beings . . . "just don't like being
pushed around and told what they have
got to do" . . . no matter whether they're
being pushed by President Kennedy's
brother or the United State Army.
BRINK OF EVIL
Well, now it's true that people don't
like being told what they must do. The
same is true of devils. Look how the
imps protested when Christ told them to
come out of that man afflicted with them.
To save face the devils begged for and
gained a compromiser. Christ let them
jump into a herd of hogs, and drown in
the sea. The point here is: Some people
will never move up or down, rightly or
wrongly, until they are given a push.
Furthermore, no Negro is an outsider
to the problems of race anywhere in Amer-
ica. If a black, brown, or beige man finds
that he has something to offer in the way
of talent, brains, or courage in the Negro's
battle for survival, he's duty-bound to lend
it to the cause . . . whether it's in Green-
wood, Miss., or Portland, Oregon.
All hands are needed on all fronts •
this scuffle. Nope, no Negro can be
"outsider" in -this dusty road. All of them
are in this mess together. The still well-
remembered jim-crow signs establish that.
The pinch of still living customs and at-
titudes keep the nail driven home.
AMERICA'S LEDGER
Then, too, it is to be remembered that
Negroes who go all over and all arouisci
to mix in the struggle for civil rights and
the like, have some mighty impressive
precedents. If abolitionists like William
Lloyd Garrison and Harriet Beecher Stowe
hadn't looked from the North into the
black slave's situation in the South, phy-
sical emancipation would have no doubt,
been longer delayed. But they kept pound-
ing at America's conscience, despite the
fact that they were branded "meddling
outsiders."
Black "freedom fighters" like Frederick
Douglass, Harriet Tubman, and many
others went out of their way to lend moral
support, comfort, and advice on how to
escape to many a hapless black chainec.
to the misery of slavery.
Master N. Y. Music Critic
RAOUL ABDUL is a slight, pleasant
young man who sings German lieder and
who once served as secretarial and re-
search assistant to author Langston
Hughes.
During the time I was editor of "The
New York Age," I had occasion to visit
Mr. Hughes. Hughes introduced me to
Raoul who then served us gin and ginger
beer — an enthusiasm of Langston's.
The following afternoon Abdul, arrayed
in a striking-looking red, fingertip coat.
quietly stormed into the Age office. I
didn't realize what a deadly persuasive
young man this was until after he had
left. When he left, the Age had a music
critic. I had been unaware that we needed
such an animal until the advent of Abdul.
No Pay—Bargain
I CONSOLED myself for having been
high-pressured by deciding I had struck a
great bargain. My new music critic didn't
want any pay.
Abdul's superior organizing skills
were exhibited with even greater empha-
sis a year or so later when he initiated a
series of public presentations — still popu-
lar—which he called Coffee Concerts.
The Coffee Concert concept was that
it was possible to bring together in the
Harlem community name artists who feel
they never get enough Harlemites to go
downtown to see them perform at Car-
negie or Town Hall.
Raoul was deadly with words. On
one occasion, he published perhaps otte of
the shortest critiques on record. Referring
to a young man who appeared in concert
at Town Hall, Abdul observed coldly:
"Mr. S. appeared in concert at Town
Hall Saturday night. I do not feel his ef-
forts are worthy of comment at this time.
Several days after this obituary Rp,-
peared, Raoul showed up at the Age office
with his thumb clothed in an impressive
bandage. He vowed this was the result of
a domestic mishap. However, none of film
Age staff would have found Mr. S. blame'',
less had he retaliated by breaking our
music critic's finger.
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bEFENDEll
; Strife Hits first Medical Center Here
By ED CLAYTON
A Chicago doctor, who
had sought in vain with
several of his physician
friends in 1959 to find fin-
ancing for their proposed
South Side medical center, al-
most had reached the point
of abandoning the idea when,
he was told by a banker at
cam lending institution: "I'll
let you have the money for
two reasons — first because
it's a sound business proposi-
tion, and secondly, and most
Importantly, because it's the
irst time in my life I've ever
seen more than three Negroes
get together and agree to do
anything in a financial way."
The banker might have been
exaggerating. Or he may not
have been too familiar with
the Negro community. In any
case, the precedent for such
a financial undertaking al-
ready had been set some ,SPy-
tral years before when Medic-
al Associates opened its doors
in 1954 in the 400 Building in
Lake Meadows.
, It was the first such venture
among Negro men of medicine
in Chicago, and, in fact, in
America. It was a new concept
among Negro doctors in prac-
ticing medicine. Here were
tome half-dozen or more men,
all experts in their fields, who
could offer under one roof the
&benefits and advemtages of
Illirepecialized practice with lab-
oratory equipment and
thinery at hand to help assure'
'More efficient service.
AT LOGGERHEADS
But when the news broke
recently that this group of
highly-trained men, now ex-
panded to 12 in number, had
come to loggerheads over in-
ternal problems, the commu-
nity lifted its collective eye-
brows in stunned disbelief.
Now could it be, they wonder
ed, that these outstanding men
of such remarkable intelligence
oould establish such a magnif.
icent institution as theirs, and
yet not be able to resolve their
own internal differences with-
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up his equal share of the, York Life whereby Medical,
• monthly assessments or get Associa'es would be able tol
,out.
Within the community, no
;one openly dared take sides.
41,e 1 Many simply shook their heads
•,..‘1 in grave despair, and if they
commented at ail it was mere-
ly to say, "It's to,., bad" They
'realized that the eminent rep-
• utation the organization en-
• joyed, not only in Chicago
•• but in its surrounding suburbs,
was being subjected unwisely
to unsavory publicity at the
hands of its own members.
IN 400 BUILDING
To most persons, Medical
Associates, in its present lo-
cation at 3233 South Parkway,
seemed only to come into ex-
istence in 1954 with the erec-
tion of the 400 Building 'in
Lake Meadows. Actually, the
gi,eip had existed as an or-
ganization for eight years be-
fore that.
It had been the brainchild
of Dr. Calloway, who together
with Drs. Robert C. Stepto,
Harvey J. Whitfield and Mack hours spent in conferences and
Tanner, maintained offices on meetings with officials of New
the second floor of a building York Life meant, he maintains,,
on the northeast corner of hours lost away from his prac-
tice and a slump oin income.
He points to three months
spent in discussions at various
times with representatives of
Walgreen Drug Co. and New
York Life officials because
OFFICES OF QUARRELING MEDICS
Modern offices of I2-member group of Medical Associates
Is located on ground floor of 16-story 400 building in Lake
Meadows. Org-.airation opened present office In 1954 in
ceremonies attended by Mayor Daley. The First such Negro
group of Its kind in U. S., the organization is incorporated
under real estate laws which permits them to lease and
maintain property. Their expense of $2,600 per month in
rentals and repayment of improvement loan average out to
$2.60 per square foot, which Is considered reasonable when
compared to 57.00 per square foot In an office building such
as The Prudential Building,
out lawsuits, counter lawsuits,,
and unpleasant newspaper'
headlines? It hardly seemedj
fitting for men of such lofty'
positions. In politics, perhaps.l
But not among medical men.
On the one hand in the die- 1
pute waa. Dr. N. 0. Calloway,
,
president of the organization
since its beginning, who con:
tends that he has not been
compensated for his expen-
ditures and hours of time in-
vested in bringing it into be-
ing. On the other hand, his
colleagues insist that he pay
.Africa Summit
MeedetinMay
(Special To The Defender)
ADDIS ABABA, Ethio-
pia- — Africa's first ex-
perience of a real summit
conference has been set
for some time in mid-May
in this lofty Ethiopian capital.
The conference grew out of
the organization last May in
Lagos, Nigeria, of a new organl-
o
ation known as tile Inter-Afri-
an and Malagasy Organization
(IAMO).
It drew up a charter which,
was signed by Senegal, Nigeria,
Congo (Leopoldville), Congo
(Brazzaville), Ethiopia, Liberia,
Togo, Sierra Leone, Cameroun,
Ivory Coast, Dahomey Maure-
tania, Dahomey, Upper Volta,
Chad, Niger, Gabon and the
Central African Republic.
The document has been nam-
ed the Lagos Charter and has
been duly registered with the
U-oited Nations, after ratifica-
tion by all the signatories. Mad-
agascar has not adhered to the
charter, but is expected to do
sta before the summit confer-
ence opens.
TWO STILL OUT
In preparation for the coming
together of the heads of state,
which is expected to last only
two days, the foreign minis-
ters of the charter signatory
countries will hold a five-day
preparatory meeting, presum-
gmeMy also in Addis Ababa.
lip The important East African
country of Tanganyika has not
yet adhered to IAMO. Also the
Somali Republic, which ever
since its independence in 1960,
has been involved in heated
wrangling with Ethiopia over
a territorial claim, may and
may not attend.
Close observers feel that these
two East African countries can-
not afford to absent themselves
from the coming summit confer-
ence for fear of isolating them-
selves from the mainstream of
African nationalism and t h e
urge for African unity.
That there will he problems
aplenty and some horse-trad-
ing at the conference appears
to be a foregone conclusion.
.Ghana, which is ultra-African•
,nationalist, hut refused to at-
tend the IAMO founding meet-
itig in Lagos last May, is report-
now to have applied for
membership. It Is doubtful if
IAMO could afford to reject the
'application of Buell an Import-
ant and dynamic country as Another source of sharp dls-'
Ghana.
Other applicants for joining
IAMO are Uganda, Burundi and
Rwanda. Guinea, an important
member of the Casablanca bloc,
may change horses and enter
the new organization.
GUINEA MAY SWITCH
Ghana also is a leading mem-
ber of the Casablanca bloc, and
there is sonic speculation in
diplomatic circles here that one
of the outcomes of the forthcom-
ing IAMO summit conference
may be the disintegration of
the Casablanca group.
Another foreseen problem is
that the tlx independent North
African countries—Egypt, Tun-
isia, Algeria, Libya, Morocco
and the Sudan — are already
drawn closely together in the
Arab League.
Nevertheless, four of these
countries have expressed a de-
sire to attend IAMO's summit
conference. They ran be ex.
pected to receive support from
Guinea, Mali and other French-
speaking African countries. In
addition, most French-Speaking
African countries have large
Moslem populations.
Some offense may arise among
North African countries over
an IAMO charter stipulation
that no Arab country will be
permitted to become Secretary-
General of IAMO.
TOGO PROBLEM
As fegards Arab - speaking
Egypt, many members of IAMO
do not consider Egypt an Afri-
can country at all, despite the
fact that it geographically al-
ways has been in Africa. Some
refer to Egypt is not an African
but a Middle East state.
What to do about Togo is cer-
tain to be a quarrelsome prob-
lem at the conference. No IA-
cord will arise over the se-
manent secretariat. Ethiopia
can be expected to demand that
it be located in Ethiopia. But
Addis Ababa already has in-
adequate hotel, housing and
other facilities.
But this can be expected to
be opposed by delegations from
more centrally located, more
nationalistic and more easily
accessible countries in West or
Central Africa.
Liberia has been suggested
as the site, but a compromise
may be reached on Nigeria, the
continent's largest independent
country and its more central lo-
cation.
Whatever the outcome of the
IAMO summit conference may
be, one thing seems certain:
solidarity and unity 'can be ex-
pected to be given a boost and
new adherents, added to the al-
ready large African bloc in the
United Nation, General Aseem-
Jaycees Rapped
For Bringing In
Jim Crow Speaker
SPRINGFIELD, Mass. —
(UPI) — A Negro group criti-
cized the Springfield Junior
Chamber of Commerce for
"sneaking" a pro - segregation
Mississippi legislator into
Springfield for a speaking en-
gagement.
The Council of Negro Organ-
izations asked the Jaycees why
they failed to release advance
publicity on the talk scheduled
MO member state has Yet last Wednesday by Mississippi
recognized the new military jun- State Sen. Ellis Bodron.
ta government in Togo, since
the recent assassination of Bodron criticized 
President
President Sylvanus Olympio. Kennedy and Atty. Gen. Robert
There is expected to be much F. Kennedy in the talk, charg-
jockeying and lobbying over who in-g them with hasty action in
shall become the Secretary-Gee- the James Meredith integration
eral of the new organizaton. It
is agreed that he must come
from either an English—or
French-speaking country.
This can be e-...pectett to great- for the rule of law in enrolling
ly displease the host country,
Ethiopia, whose language is Meredith in the Universit
y of
neither English nor French. but Mississippi.
Is Amharic, an archaic langu- The council said the "unan-
age spoken nowhere else but in flounced" Invitation of Bodron
leetion of a site for IAMO's per- here was an Indirect sanction
Et hiopla. • lof segregationist policy.
case.
Bodron said the government
by intimidation was substituted
lease 10,00 square ieet of
"raw space." This would be an
unimproved area, which they
could improve according to
their plans and with New
York Life lending them the
money to do it with. The re-
sult was a 20-year lease at
a cost of some $2.600 per
month to cover cost of rentals
and re-payment of the loan.
Calloway's enthusiasm for
the project, since the organi-
zation was his idea, apparently
led him to spend many hours .
personally "superintending"'
the construction of their new I
offices. There were changes,
to be made, on-the-job clarifi-
cations to be spelled out, all
the bothersome details thatj
go with new construction. He
says he ruined several suits
and pairs of shoes tracking
through and being spattered
by lime at the project during
his numerous visits.
This, in addition to many
Following two infections meningitis fatalities
in the past month, the Army ordered all Fort
Ord, Calif. personnel, particularly basic train-
ees and all In contact with them, to undergo
immunization by means of two sulfadiazine
pills taken before each of four meals. E/1
58th and Indiana streets. They
bought up all existing leases
in the second floor area, and
expanded their officcs. to cover
the entire site.
When further ex..oansion be-
came necessary, they sought Walgreen objected to Medical
to buy land for the vacant Associates placing a pharmacy
lots at 33rd and Michigan, in gtheirsince the
across from the Illinois drug
gfii lormhca n randtiobeen
lute of Technology. Calloway the pharmacy concession in
was the first to buy, obtain- , Lake Meadows,
ing two lots, with the other NEGLECTED PRACTICE
members of the group purchas_ With a neglected practice
ing three more, and a reduced income, Cello-
The problem of finding way says he began to get in
large-sum financing for their' arrears with the monthly as-
project, however, led them in sessment each member of the
a vain search until they con-organization is required to
tacted New York Life Insur- pay. "You know aow those
ance Co., who listened to their things are." he explains, "once
proposition, then made a coun- you get behind, it's hard to
ter proposal of their own: why catch up."
not locate in Lake Meadows, In those early days, the
build to their own specifica-group seemed to not mind that
tions, and lease from New! he did not come up with his
York Life. The offer seemed' share, lie says. "They owed
reasonable. The men agreed. i me money for the time I had
MAKE AGREEMENT spent attending to the con-
It was titus that an agree- 1 struction of our offices, attend- to a combined gross annual will end, however, is a mat-
„ ' with New mg meetings, and spending operating expense of some ter of conjecture. Without a
- -
DR. N. 0. CALLOWAY
my own money here and there.
So it was one of those things
where we figured we would
get around to ironing out
things later, but later never
came. I sent them communica-
tion after communication, di-
recting their attention to the
money owed me, but whenever
the matter came up at our
board meetings, it was always
put asidel
The result was that Callo-
way eventually quit paying his
monthly assessment altogether.
His accumulated arrearges spi-
raled into something like
$34,000.
His colleagues insist that he
pay this or quit the organiza-
tion, and to back up their
demands served him with a
quit-claim notice and sought
to bar him from the premises.
Calloway has countered with
a $250,000 suit, asking that he
be pnid the money due him
for his services and time.
BIG BUSINESS •
To understand just how much
of a big business Medical As-
sociates happens to be, one
needs only to take into ac-
count the :operating expenses
of each individual member
with his own payroll of re-
ceptionists, nurses, technicians,
etc., all of which could add up
SOLDIERS GUARD AGAINST MENINGITIS EPIDEMIC
Richard Cloddy, 27, of Sacramento, Calif.,
downs his dose given to him by Sfc. Cleophas
Atwater (right), of Atlanta. Ga., while Sgt.
Peter Schielke (center. sitting) of Montclaire,
Calif., checks off names.
DR. ROBERT C. STEPTO
thing like $250,000. In a year's
time the group handles more
than 50,000 patients, which, if
divided equally among the 12
participating members, would
average out to more than 215
patients per day per doctor.
These do not come only from
the immediate environs of
Lake Meadows. They come
from all over the Chicago area,
and its suburbs, white and
Negro alike.
Contrary to the notion that
Medical Associates might en
joy a captive practice from
among the residents of Lake
Meadows because of its prox-
imity, such is not the case. The
reason is simple. The inhab-
itants of Lake Meadows are
screened by what is termed a
"means” test, that is they must
be in good health as well as
gainfully employed. The ill and
unemployed are not likely to
be accepted for admittance as
occupants. Thus, Medical As-
sociates may have to wait
another 15 or 20 years before
the present inhabitants of
Lake Meadows will reach the
age level where common ill-
nesses of growing old will in-
crease their practice to any
great extent.
Just where the internal
quarrel of the medical group
doubt, they have provided a
needed service in the commu-
nity on a high professional
level.
COMMENTS MADE
Witness, tor exempt e,
these comments taken at ran-
dom in the community: Said
Mr. Stephen Minims, resident
manager of the Southmoor Ho-
tel: "I was a newcomer when
I came here in 1958 from
Oklahoma City, and I had
need of medical service and
was directed to Medical As-
sociates. When I visited them,
I thought to myself, 'What a
'fine thing for a group of doc-
tors to get together and prac-
tice medicine in this manner.
Here is proof that Negroes
can get together and organize
a successful and efficient or-
ganization.' I hate to see them
have the kind of internal prob-
lems such as they are having
now. It doesn't do anyone any
good — themselves or the
community."
One veteran businessman, T.
K. Gibson, Sr., who was among
the first to move into Lake
Meadows, simply had this to
say:
"A remarkable organization.
I have found their services
most satisfactory."
Prominent minister and pol-
it iel figure ArchiblETAOINN
itical figure Archibald Carey,
Jr. sums up briefly perhaps
what has been the best image
of Medical Associates:
"Medical Associates repre-
sents two fine ideas — special-
ization and consolidation. The
founding of the organization
was a source of pride and
satisfaction to many people in
the community because it rep-
resented the combining of the
resources, of the training, the
experience and the contacts
of several individunis who are
outstanding in their fields.
This gave promise of better
service to patients as well as
representing the establishment
of a skilled and useful insti-
tution."
Such is the high esteem in
which Medical Associates is
held. Perhaps their differences
can be resolved in the same
manner.
Noted Lecturer Writes
Negro History Booklet
"Watching Negroes Whoi
Win" is the provocative title of,
la comprehensive booklet, which
i I in the author's own words,
pays "tribute to a progressive
people." It traces this pro-
gress through the pre-slavery
era to the present time of pas-
sive but effective movements
toward full citizenship and true
democracy.
The author is William How-
ard McDowell, who has been
in the vanguard of progress
.ind a vociferous champion of
Negro history. He believes
firmly that "the color of a
iman's skin has absolutely
I nothing to do with his cha-
racter and conduct, aspirations
and ability."
Native Diplomats OK Planned
Parley 011 Africa ift Transition'
WASHINGTON, D. C. —
African ambassadors and
diplomatic representatives
have endorsed the 'forth-
coming conference on
"Southern Africa in Transi-
tion," to be held here April
11-13 under sponsorship of the
American Society of African
Culture. •
The society held a luncheon
for African diplomatic rep-
resentatives at the Sheraton
Park Hotel and top officials
from the organization came
from the New York headquar-
Jars to give their guests a
'first-hand report on the con-
ference to be held at Howard
University.
The host was Dr. John A.
,Davis. AMSAC president, and
professor of the City College
of New York. Virtually every
African Embassy in Washing-
ton was reprsented at the
luncheon by the Ambassador
official.or a top 
Dr. Davis told the guests,
who also included Dr. James
M. Nabrit, Jr., president of
Howard University, and Dr.
Martin D. Jenkins, president
of MAorpgrailn eSntnaftere enre  College,_ Athma.tthe
SAC's fourth — will deal de-
scriptively with key problems
of Southern Africa, including
the independence movement in
Angola and South Africa's ra-
cial problems.
Dr. Davis emphasized that,
AMSAC has been concerned
with the culture of' Africa in
two senses:
1. With the "high culture"
of Africa — its music, art,
dance and literature.
2. With African society —
its economic, political and so-
cial problems.
He said the organization has
sought to present a "true
Image" of Africa in the U.S.
so that the American people,
especially Negro Americans,
"can understand the nature of
emerging African nations,"
AMSAC was founded
1957 after African and Amer-
ican Negroes met in Paris,
France, to forge closer links
between the two groups. The
organization operates a cul-
tural center in I,agos, Nigeria,
and sponsors lectures and ex-
hibits highlighting the cultur-
al contributions of American
Negroes and Africans.
Dr. Nabrit told the group
that Howard University was
proud to be the site of the
AMSAC Conference and he
praised the organization for
bringing about'. greater appre-
ciation of African &Pure.
UNINFORMED
"AMSAC," Dr. Nabrit de-
clared, "commends itself to
our respect, our affection and
our support because it has
endeavored 'to translate and dignity."
present to the people in the
U. S. some aspects of African
culture which this country has
either been indifferent to, un-
aware of or uninformed about
regarding its breadth, scope
and depth."
The Howard University pres-
ident said, "We take a great
pride in seeing these African
nations come into independ-
ence because they have dissi-
pated the myth that Western
civilization has all of the cul-
ture."
In the African culture, Dr.
Nabeit added, "there is that
which is beautiful, impressive
and expressive."
Nigerian Ambassador Julius
Momo Udochi and Charge d'
Affaires Joseph Pongo of the
Congo (Leopoldville) Embassy
spoke for their African col-
leagues in expressing support
for the AMSAC Conference.
ALIVE TO FACTS
Ambassador Udochi said it
is "inspiring that our brothers
in this country are now quite
alive to the fact that the duty
to help the' mother country
keep its place within the com-
munity of nations incumbent
upon them.
"Our Lrothers," he contin-
ued, "are aware that they and
we in Africa can march to-
gether in the fight for free-
dom in the fight for human
Much in demand as a lect-
urer and public speaker, Mc-
Dowell, who resides with his
wife, Elizabeth and son Hen-
ry at 509 W. Englewood, also
is prominent in civic and com-
munity aotivities. The couple
has two other children, Vera
Jean and Fredi Marie.
A native of Memphis, Tenn.,
and a former student at How-
ard university in Washington,
D. C., the author is proud of
the fact that he was taught
political science by Dr. Ralph
Bunche.
A member of Antioch Mis-
sionary Baptist church and of
the National Association for
the Advancement of Colored
People, McDowell, former pres-
ident of the Memphis Civic
and Social club, says his "life
interests in the study of Ne-
gro history" received impetus
while he did research for ma-
terial to be used in public
speaking.
"The library shelves are fill-
ed with books on Negro Life
and History, written by able
scholars," he points out in
his foreword, "but there is a
shortage of inexpensive pam-
phlets containing information
on various aspects of Negro
life.
"It is to fill such a gap," that
'Watching Negroes Who Win'
was written," he added.
Its table of contents traces
"progressive Negroes a n d
movements" through the race's
struggle against slavery, its
contributions to all phases of
government and achievements,
including religion, science, med-
incine and sports.
McDowell, who tills been
associated with a hotel chain
here for 17 years, also was
active in his hometown, Mem-
phis.
He is a former agent and
supervisor of the Memphis
District of the Atlanta Life
Insurance Co. He also was
former president of LeMoyne
Gardens Tenant Association
there, and served As editor of
the housii,g development's
newspaper.
In addition, McDowell serv-
ed on the board of directors
of the Memphis Urban League
and the Abe Scharff Y.M.C.A.,
and was a member of the
Memphis Junior Commerce.
Negro Leaders
Ask End To
Macon, Ga. Bias
MACON, Ga. — (UPI) —
A group of Negro leaders
asked the Macon City Council
to eliminate segregation in all
public facilities.
The Negroes filed a peti-
tion outlining their request
with City Clerk Alex B. Came-
ron. It will be presented to
Mayor Ed Wilson and the city
Council at the council's next
meeting.
The petition, filed by the
Bibb County Coordinating
Committee, which represents
various Negro organizatious,
asked that "immediate action
be initiated toward the repeal
of any and all segregation
ordinances now existing in the
Municipal Code of Macon."
City officials said later that
no segregation ordinances ex-
ist under the new city code
adopted last year.
'Brain-Picking'
AKRON, Ohio — (UPI) —
A device that can "pick" an
electronic computer's brain up
to 100 times faster than con
ventional searching has bees
developed by Goodyear Air-
craft Corp. The new computed
memory system has the ability
to search and 'compare up t
32.000 ten-digit numbers simul-
t A flPr.
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Cottom Makers' Jubilee
Plans Discussed At Dinner
The Jubilect's Smorgasboard Mrs. Jean Harris, Mrs. Mariet-
sponsored by the Memphis Cot-,Ita Brinkley, and Miss Barbara
ton Makers Jubilee was held in uesn Anderson. mt. Pisgah:
Tony's Inn last Wednesday Mrs. Irene Davis. Car‘er high
night. 
'school; Mrs. Georgia Harvey
Jubilect Committee workers and Miss Rose Caviness, Manes-
and sponsors from the various sas; Mrs. Helen Waterford and
city and county high schools Mrs. Barbara Bowden Handl-
were present. iton; Mrs. Freddye Floyd and
Nat D. Williams. Jubilect Mrs. Tereather Tabor, Leath
chairman was Master of Cere- School; Mrs. Barbara Bowden,
monies. Dr. R. Q. Venson, found- Hamilton; Mrs. Freddye Floyd
er and general chairman of the and Mrs. Aereather Tabor, Leath
annual celebration gave a ml- School; Mrs. Susie Hightower,
croscopic account of the history Hyde Park school; Mrs. Ann
of the Jubilee. Stephenson, Shadowlawn; Mrs.
Other speakers were: Frank Charlene Hatter, chairman. ush-
Scott. Jubilee president; Clifton era and usherettes; Mrs. Mil-
Satterfield, secretary-treasurer; dred Trammell; Mr. and Mrs.
Atty. B. L. Hooks, legal advisor; Robert Henry, Henry, chairman
Mrs. R. J. Venson, chairman, concessions; Mrs. Erma Stid-
"Miss or Mr. Jubilect" Contest, ham, chairman, Royal Pages;
Educators on the program and William Thomas; Marvin Wo-
speaking for their particular mack, public relations and ad.
groups were: Mose Walker, as- vertising; Mrs. Katie Johnson,
sistant principal. B. T. Washing- Mrs. Lillian Morris, and Mrs.
ton high school; Searcy Harris, Annie Mae Jordan, committee
principal, Mt. Pisgah high workers; Mrs. Calverta Ishmael,
school; Miss Charlsye Heard, chairman Adult Royalty and
principal, Leath school and Ed- Little Master and Miss White
ward Gray. principal, Shadow- Gold contest; Miss Ernize Tay-
lawn elementary, Arlington. br. 1962 Queen of Jubilee; Mr.
Also attending were: Ernest and Mrs. Leon Shavers; Ber-
Withers, official photographer; nerd Shorter and Conrad Baker.
Negro, Puerto Rican
Win 'Met' Opera Pacts
NEW YORK — (UPI) --I
A young Puerto Rican basso
living in New York and a
Negro soprano from Boston
were among the top win-
ners in the finals of the an-
nual Metropolitan Opera Au-
ditions.
Justin() Diaz, 23, the obvious
favorite of the audience as well
as the judges, won a contract
with the Metropolitan Opera
for the 1963-64 season in sing-
ing two arias from Verdi's
opera "Ernani" and "Simon
Boccanegra."
Junetta Jones, the soprano,
who originally was from Bal-
timore, was awarded a half-
season contract with the Me-
tropolitan, as was Russell
Christopher, 32, a baritone
from New York.
The 10 finalists had been
selected from a large number
of contestants representing 46
cities in 15 audition regions.
The judges were headed by
Metropolitan General Director
Rudolph Bing.
Diaz, who also received the
$2,000 Chambers Scholarship,
shared the New York Com-
munity Trust-Schoen Rene
award with Miss Jones and
Michael Trimble, a 24-year-
old tenor from Texarkana,
Tex.
Miss Jones also won. the
$1,000 Fisher Award; Trimble
received the $2,000 Newberry-
McBride Award and the $2,000
Weyerhaeuer Award went ot
Christopher.
All the finalist will receive
free courses at the Metropoli-
tan Opera Studio and the Ka-
thryn Turney Long Opera
School.
The other finalists were Jack
Davis, 30, a baritone from
Natchez Miss.; Ethel Donald-
son, 26. soprano, Palatka, Fla.;
John Fiorito, 26, bass-baritone,
New York; Norma Lynn, 27,
soprano, Woodland Hills, Calif.;
Jane Marsh, 20, soprano, Ober-
lin, Ohio; and Madeline Stev-
enson, soprano, New York
U.S. Flays 'Separate But
Equal' Rule On Hospitals
MISS GLORIA CRAWFORD
Miss Gloria Crawford
To Be Wed In June
Rev. and Mrs. N. A. Craw-
ford of 3479 Rochester rd., an-
nounce the engagement of their
daughter, Miss Gioria Jean
Crawford to Joe Bernard
Crawford, son of Mrs. Jimmy
Crockett of Duckhill, Miss.,
and the late Mr. Grant Crock-
ett.
The bride-elect is the grand-
daughter of Mr. Ed Bolden of
Indianola, Miss.
Miss Crawford is a graduate
of Mitchell Road High school
and is now a sophomore at
LeMoyne college where she is
REFENDER
a member of the college choir.
The prospective bridgroom
is a graduate of Montgomery
Vocational High school at Kil-
michael, Miss., and has serv-
ed two years with the U. S.
Army.
Vows are scheduled to be
exchanged during June at the
Greater Open Door Baptist
church with Rev. E. Steverson
officiating.
The bride's father is pastor
of First Baptist church in
Douglass.
Zetas Regional Meet
Set For Apri112-13
The South Central Regional
meeting of Zeta Phi Beta sor-
ority, Inc., will be held April
12-13 on the campus of Philan-
der Smith college in Little
Rock, Ark., with the Alpha Mu
Zeta chapter as hostess. Mrs.
of the two-day meeting will be
a panel discussion on the
theme, "Africa's Challenge to
Women of America."
Mrs. Julia S. Polk, regional
director, of Jackson, Miss., said
that the session is designed for
Vivian Stewart is regional rededication to the ideals of
marshal, the sorority as Zeta women
Mrs. Bernice A. E. Callaway, face the challenge of the theme.
regional antipokritis of Mem- Among the social activities
phis, reports that delegates planned are a tour, luncheon,
are expected from graduate cocktail party and a closed ban-
chapters in the major cities quet.
ALEXANDRIA, Va. ___!Greensboro, N. C. 
and from under
-graduate chap-
The plaintiffs contend that ters from the states of Ala-
(UPI) — A federal court sincebama. Arkansas. Mississippithe hospitals were built
was asked to void a portion partly with Federal money and Tennessee will be ptesent
of the Hill-Burton Act they come under provisions of for the business session.
which allows hospitals built the civil rights act and can-
with federal money to prac- not discriminate.
court to declare invalid 
They also are asking the Goldwater Says Race Isa 
All elected officers, associ-
ate directors, Amicae directors,
national officers and former
regional directors will attend
a board meeting at 10 a. m., on
One of the special features Friday, April 12.
tice racial discrimination.
The action was brought in
the U.S. 4th circuit court of
appeals by attorneys for the
Justice Department and a
group of Negro patients and
doctors seeking to force de-
segregation of the Moses H. Negroes. Republican gains in the
Cone Memorial Hospital and Jack Greenberg, an attorney South are the result of
the Wesley Long Hospital at for the National Association conservative economics, not
for the Advancement of Color- 
racism, Sen. Barry Gold-
ed People, asked the court to water, R-Ariz., said.
prevent the hospitals from. 
"We are accused by some of
"further exclusion of doctors'
our Northern colleagues as be-from the medical staffs and in,
too much of a racist group.
admission of Negro patients, . PI
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clause in the Hill-Burton Act
which permits distribution of Not Cause of GOP GainsFederal funds to areas of ra-cial segregation where "facili-
ties of like quality" exist for HOUSTON — (UPI) — 
"I would s ggest the Presi-
dent quit ltirestening t h e
American people with a de-
pression," Goldwater said.
He said the country is not in
a recession now and need not
be unless forced into one by
government controls.
"Thirty per cent of our agri-
ctilture, all under governmentto hospital facilities."
'water told more than 600 Re- control, is slowly being groundThe NAACP said it hoped publicans at a $100-a-plate fund out of existence by foreign
the landmark suit would lend ;raising dinner. competition," Goldwater said.
to desegregation of healthl The Republican Party's suc-
services throughout the South..cess in the South represents Moth 'Catch'Greenberg said that the economic conservatism trans-
Federal government, under thellated recently into political
Hill-Burton Act, gave more Conservatism," Goldwater said.
than $3 million to the twol 
"We have seen the growth
hospitals, of a middle-class including
Harold H. Green, a Justice young executives, who are re.
Department attorney, asked sponsible for GOP gains in the
the court to halt racial dis- area."
crimination at the hospitals Goldwater said that Presi-
and rule on the constitutional- dent Kennedy is ignoring the
ity of the Hill-Burton Act's advice of many sound econo-
separate but equal clause, mists in his program.
jezatilill fop-Salad
COTTAGE CHEESE
with fresh chopped garden vegetables
YOU CAN NOW GET YOUR
PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED AT
MEDICAL ASSOC. PHARMACY
1324 Mississippi
EVERYONE WILL ENJOY THEIR PROMPT. COURTEOUS
AND EFFICIENT SERVICE
946-0411
AND IF NO ANSWER
14 7-3311
LONDON — tIFF — Dr.
David Langley said in the
British Medical Journal that
he had a recent case where a
four-year-old boy accidentally
swallowed a moth and then
took a moth ball to "catch
it."
Air Force. He is now employed
with Julius Lewis Clothiers.
The wedding will take place
on Saturday, June 8.
Oliver of 1589 S. Lauderdale.
ret McCulloch, Miss Rosa Rob-
Houston Collier Miss Marga-
inson, Miss Barbara Neal, and
Mrs. 0. B. Braithwaite.
Following dinner partici-
pants from the various YWCA
departments made two minute
talks on "Y Am I In It?"
Representing Committees washeld, already, dating back to Miss Louise Weeks; from YW-
Jan. 17 with the Library Staff, Wives, Mrs. Whittier Seng-
Student Council, Student stacke; spokesman for theChristian Fellowship, Le-; clubs was Mrs. Nettie Brown;
Moyne Honor Society, Betrdit Kappa Chi, Delta Sigma The- downtown "Y" Branch repre-Miss Jean Cooley from theta, Sigma Garnm Rho, Zeta sented the classes; the Inter-Phi Beta and Alpha Kappa Club Council had Miss Get-Alpha s.-.rving as hosts.
Other hosts and dates for
teas: Pan-Hellenic Council,
April 4; Student NEA, April
,25; Alpha Kappa Mu, May 2;
Senior Class, May 9; Junior
Class, May 16; Sophomore
Class, May 23, and Freshman
Class, May 30.
The Sarah Brown branch Iscope of the YWCA from
YWCA held a Leadership Con- 'Mrs came Stevens who
sultation for the volunteers'presented "Y In The World?"
zacently. Mrs. Stanley J. Buckman,
Theme of the Consultation former president of the Mena
was "Y Question? Y Quest?"lphis YWCA explained the
Mwaiiss.. chALei-rlamMnadenEwoAeftnktihneWs, ieliviMaeranrsts: bYAgibvoinag supper was served
!structure of the Organization
"Y In Our Town?"
Ruthie Henderson and Mrs. following "grace" by Mrs.
Julia Marie Ries of the down- Belle Pettigrew, and the
the 46 persons attending. Mrs. groups of eight at six tables
town "V" Branch rewstered YWCA volunteers sat in
gepaunf Weeks a member of the Plan-
jahaeTryshoonmBgraoospekwrsieordae,ndTinheMchrmasr.eetingining Committee. Each table
decorated by Miss Louise
. was opened with prayer hYjhad a teen-age doll as a cen-
: Mrs. 0. B. Braithwaite. Mrs. ter piece. Each table had a
.4 Williams, chairman, gave thel discussion leader who led the
'purpose in holding the train. "Table Talk" discussion. Four
questions were • given to the
participants for discusisons.
These were: "Why Do I Like
The Y? 2. What Is Our Com
munity Like—in Family Life,
Human Relations, & Religious
Life? 3. What Do I Think The
Y Should Be Doing? 4. WhatMrs. Arie Johnson of 1489 uated with the class of 1963.
'Am I Willing To Du AboutMcMillan at,, announces the 1 A 1956 graduate of Booker Teas Slated On .It?"engagement of her daughter T
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Leadership Conference For
YWCA Volunteer Workers •
MISS GRACE WILLIAMS
Miss Grace Williams
To Be Married June 8
- ' . Washington High school, Mr.
ing. This was called "Y Are
1We Here?" The volunteers
hard about the world-wide
16 Fellowship
Miss Grace Williams, to J. Ray , , Discussion lea& rs were:
Oliver, son of Mrs. Nannie L. LeMoyne CampusOliver is a veteran of the U. S. Mrs. Marie L. Adams, Mrs.
Miss Williams is a studerq, at
Booker T. Washington High
school and expects to be grad-
t
MR. AND MRS. ALVIN H. CRAWFORD
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin H. Crawford were complimented at a
reception marking their recent wedding by the bride's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Augustus Jamison, at the
Top Hat and Tails Club on Saturday evening, March 23.
Mr. Crawford is the son of Mrs. Erma C. Oystern and
Robert Crawford, Sr. The bride is the former Miss Alva Jean
Jamison and a teacher at Hamilton High school. She is
a graduate Tennessee Staterlitversity and a member of the
Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority. Mr. Crawford, also a graduate
of Tennessee State university, is presently a junior in the
University of Tennessee Medical School, and a memker of
the Kappa Alpha Psi Fraternity.
Diggs Urges Action On
Military Housing Bias
WASHINGTON — Con-
gressman Charles C. Diggs,
Jr.. has called upon Defense
Secretary Robert S. McNa-
mara to require full com-
pliance with Executive Order
11063 forbidding discrimina-
tion by private housing against
military personnel.
Secretary McNamara's atten-
tion was called to the order's
stipulation that all listings
maintained in family housing
offices at military installations
of private housing available for
sale or rent "shall be without
regard to race, creed or nation-
al origin of prospective ten-
ants."
The cause of Congressman
Diggs' communication to Sec-
retary McNamara was a letter
received by the congressman
from Airman First Class Rich-
ard S. Jones, stationed at Ern-
est Harmon Air Force Base in
Newfoundland.
In reply to a listing of avail-
able housing at the off-base
housing office, Airman Jones
I NEWERA WANTED IMMEDIATELYWork at home doing simple mewing. We eupply materials and Paysnipping both ways Good rate of pay. Piece work. Apply. Dept. AW-79,Bog 701.0, Adelaide Post Office, Toronto, Ontario, Can•da.
SPEAS
for Salads
(clip ond save)
cup Specs vinegar
2 tablespoons oil
3 tablespoons pre-
pared horseradish
Combine oil ingredients thoroughly
and chill before adding to salad.
4 servings.
OUR 75th YEAR
'. teaspoon sugar
1.4 teaspoon salt
2 tablespoons
mayonnaise
SPEAS VINEGAR
Apple Cider or Distilled
At Grocers Everywhere
approached the owner, Tom
Ford, but was told immediate-
ly that the housing was not
available to Negroes.
"This incident was reported
to the housing officer, Major
Seymour Abrams, who stated
appropriate Defense Depart-
ment policy with an assurance
that the facilities would not be
rented to any other service-
man," Congressman Diggs
wrote.
Absolutely. RICELAND
RICE cooks perfectly
every time-each grain
fluffy, separate, tender.
Try failure-proof
RICELAND RICE
... please?
Sixteen fellowship teas have
been scheduled this semester
in the Alumni Room of the
new library on the LeMoyne
College campus. They are held
from 3 to 4 p.m.
Nine of the teas have been
Olivet Pastor To
Be Easter Speaker
The Rev. E. W. Willia-ason, a
graduate of LeMoyne a ad pas-
tor of Olivet Baptist Church,
270 Calhoun, will be the col-
lege's Eastern sunrise service
speaker, Sunday, April II,
starting at 7:30. Service's will
he held on campus in front of
Brownlee Hall. The college
choir, under direction of John
W, Whittaker, will render ap-
propriate music.
-
aldfhe Robinson to speak for
it; and Miss Elizabeth Morris
on the staff of the downtown
Branch spoke for YWCA staff
members.
The evening ended with the
address "1' Quest? Y More?"
by Miss Mary Frances Lacey,
Executive Director of the
Memphis YWCA.
PHONES
275-9134 — WH 8-4015
Culpepper's
CHICKEN SHACK
Bar-B-(.'ue King Of
The, South
Fried Chicken & Fish
Pies & Doughnuts
204 Hernando .1664 Kansasst
P D
LIQUORS
832 Poplar at Dunlap St.
World-Wide Imports
JA 5-9709
ACROSS THE STREET FROM MEDICAL CENTER
r,nat
'ZAP' Le? TliS 4117; LIN /20 ZIP CIAIS
Wonderful going—in the
leet-)1\Jt-i;‘,4
ROAVER
995
Black or
Bone glove
leather or
black mesh
with patent trim.
Take a ten-day walk into
Spring .. . if this isn't the
most comfortable shoe you've
ever worn, then the trip's on us
... your money completely refunded.
Sizes to 12
AAA to C
Sizes Ovtr 10
$1.00 Extra
62 So. Main St. Phone JA 5-2152
Mail and Phone Orders Add 40c Postage . . . SrI Tenn. Tax
s52, •412 r\n7iabu ovi(c. vi.?..,<.;n! I.AP,%,czkr.'t-"rzf.A0
v6o
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Ortie Cams. The trio was en
route to the Turf in Hot
Springs to enjoy the "sport of ,
kings (and. some queens)." The
sergeant had been a POW in
Korea and needless to say,
'twas amazing to listen as he
recountered his vicarious ex-
periences.
NEW COMERS
April was named for Aprilis, 
"'Hine red, velvet carpet of wel-
the second month in one of the come is spread for newcomers
early Roman calendars. The Sgt. and Mrs Greer Sinclair.
Roman name came from a Lat. Sgt. and Mrs. Lee V. Suggs on
in word meaning "to open." Honduras Cove, and Mr. and
A wonderful event for all of Mrs. James Henry on Ortie
us when it occurs in April Drive.
Easter — a time when all of
Christiandom rejoices in the
Resurrection of Christ, along midst. You will find Lakeview
with other Christian celebra- la wonderful place in which to
tions which depend upon the live.
Mate of Easter. Among these Upon entering the commu-Wre Sunday, Holy Week
nity, Lalteviewites and friends
and Good Friday.
SATURDAY, APRIL 6, 1963
Lakeviewing With Gerrit
eSPRING RETURNS paying a brief visit with the
Springtime in Memphis is a
welcomed, itiallus season. Our
wintertime lethargy now has a
new name — spring fever.
Fickle April made her entry
with showers, a rainbow's
warning, sudden sunshine,
maybe snowflakes and above
all, a spirit of youth is put in
everything.
month of April is the daisy, and
its precious stone is the dia-
mond.
can now SEE the rapid progress
The special flower for the being made on the ultra mod-
ern Shopping Center.
BITS 'N' PIECER
Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Murphy
and their delightfully charming
daughter, Miss Clarisse M.
Murphy of St. Louis, recently
visited their daughter and son-
in-law and sister. Mr. and Mrs.
James Somerville on Horn
Lake Road.
symnathy is extended to thisMiss Murphy was sparkling
as per usual, but even more so family.
she receivd — that of•Mollie Jones, beloved grand-recently
head of the research lab at St. mother of your scribe, who de.
Mary's Hospital in East St. Parted this life one year ago.
Louis. She has been a researchlAlso, the mother of Mr. and
temist. We were happy toarn this as we always "chest-
ed," when former Memohians
"go out into all the world" and
bring credit to the hometown.
• • •
Mr. Fred Thompson, Sgt.
James Thompson and Mr.
James Mitchell of Detroit, hap-
pened in the Gardens recently, gratulations! ! I
Delighted we are sirs and
mesdames to have vou in our
•
•
Jessie L. Williams, dapper
young salesman of Peace Real-
ty, is progressively recuperating
from the fractured arm he re-
ceived while showing a home-
site in Lakeview South.
We regret to learn of the
passing of Mee. Mary Somer-
ville of Aliceville, Ala. She was
the grandmother of Mr. and
Mrs. James Somerville. Our
WATER HEATERS INC.
FOR SERVICE CALL
452-7339
3152 BROAD STREET
RHEEM GLASS LINED WATERHEATERS
COMPLETE 1;ERVICE
IN 2 Hourts
C‘`
,RUSHING TO SERVE.
Two Hours Service
Day and Kite
No Money Down
Easy Pay Plan
DEFENDER
PEGGY WALLER
S "
GLORIA NOLEN
.11JAWICE ROBINSON
SIMONE MeANULTY
1.0RA ANN GREENE
because of a recent promotionl TO TI-TE MEMORY OF: Mrs. pring Bring Out Beauty & Debutantes
Spring is known to bring (*Alan elementury teacher. She is daughter of Mrs. L. B. Greene,
the beauty in nature. This in.'also a member of Melrose High is a senior at Hamilton high.
Mrs. Ross Anderson and Mr. eludes the six young 
womenIllee Club and will be escorted Miss Greene aspires to become
and Mrs. Henry Jones of Mem- above who are among 
this!by Edward Saunders. a physical education teacher
phis, Editor and Mrs. C. H. s
Jones of Little Rock, and Mrs.
John Hayes of Macon, Missis-
sippi.
'Tis a bouncing baby girl for
the Hills on Peace Street.--Con- s
pring's group of debutantes,'
who are planning to make1
heir social bows during the
annual Debutante Bell, to be
held May 3. The affair is soon-
ored by the local Kappa Al-
pha Psi fraternity.
Among this group of deb-
utantes are:
Miss Peggy Waller, the
daughter of Rev. and Mrs. Eu-
gene Waller, is a senior at
Hamilton high and aspires to
become a secondary teacher.
She is a member of the Na-
tional Honorary Society. Her
escort is Grady Terrell.
Miss Gloria Nolen, the
daughter of Mrs. Cora Lee
Nolen, is a senior at Melrose
high and aspires to become
Miss Simone McAnulty, the
Samuel McAnulty, is a sen
at Father Bertrand high and
aspires to be a social worker.
Miss McAnulty is a member
of the Social-Ettes and will
be assisted by Leo Kolheim.
Miss Lee Ann Cooper, the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Sam-
mie Cooper, is a senior at Ham-
ilton high and aspires to be
a Librarian. Miss Cooper is a
member of the Debutante So-
ciety and has chosen as her
escort Archie Scruggs.
Miss Juawice Robinson, tie
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Otis
Robinson, is a senior at Father
Bertrand high and aspires to
become a journalist. Her escort
will be James Hughes.
Miss Lora Ann Greene, the
The Paluee
CLOTHING COMPANY
214-216 SO. MAIN ST. MEMPHIS, TENN.
Where Prices Are Right
COMPLETE FAMILY STORE
EASY CREDIT TERMS
• •
• •
GIRLS!! GIRLS!!
HAVE YOU HEARD ABOUT THE
MISS MID-SOUTH CONTEST
GIRLS!!
Sponsored by
THE NEW TRI-STATE DEFENDER
<(,\
YOU MAY WIN PRIZES GALORE!
HAVE FUN WHILE YOU RUN IN THE MID-SOUTH'S
MOST EXCITING BEAUTY AND POPULARITY CONTEST
HERE ARE THE RULES READ THEM
•
RULES OF CONTEST
If you are that young lady, re-
veal yours•If by •ntering th• "Miss
Mid-South" Contest which is being
sponsored by th• TrI.Stato
Defender.
H•r• ar• th• qualifications for
wowing the contest.
11) Any sing?, young woman
Isotw•ein this ag•s of 16 to 22
years of ago, oho has never b•en
marri•d.
121 Must kw of go•d reputation.
(3) Must bit a trienilw of eani•
oleic, social or r•ligious organi•
Cation.
(4) Must have written cons•nt of
oarents or guardian.
IS/ Must have attained at lee•t
two years in high sels••I.
Rules •f th• populttrity ton-
teat
Cont•stonts must regist•r
with Ow, TrI.Stat• Defender not
loser then January 19th, 1963.
Thy starting clat• for Contestants
Se regist•r is at 10 n.rn., Satyr.
dee. Dee. 15, et the Tel-State
Defender offim 236 S. Welling-
ton Av•.
il. Each contestant roust pose the
lfIeiol entry qualifications.
la. Must oloteln entry qu•lification
of 200 official vets,* by
IF•ltru•ry 2, 1063 to continue in
contest.
3. Official starting date is Decor,
ber 15, 1563 at 10:00 4..M.
4. Ballots will be counted each
Saturday at 5:00 P.M., during the
•ntir• tirn• of contest. Ballots con
be brought or wailed to th• In -
Stet. Defentleir's offic•, at th•
abov• address. Each we•Is votes
wi II be taunted, Ind fen in 0111 nest
i %sue of this TH-Stet• D•Itortder.
5. F•ch contestant must submit n
riec•nt photograph •f herself pro,
forobly whit., glossy,
5 • 71, I.e.t•
6. Officio! ballots (vot•s) will ap-
pear In the Tri-Stet• Defender only.
7. For earl., new subscription of
the Ttl-Stote Defender sold by a
cont• , bonus v•t•s will S.
ownrel•d. For a 1 year's subscrip-
tion (16.00) 100 votes will be
awardisd; 6 tnenths subscription
(13.00) 50 notes will be awarded
and for n 3 months subscription
(11.75) 25 votes will be awarrl•sl.
IL Each es...fasten, is •ligible to
Se sponsored by • business firm,
social or civic orginsisa
floe.
9. Conteet ends April 1 3,19133 01
3:00 P.M.
10. Winner will be mmmmmm e•d April,
20, 1963, In re Ttl•Stote Defender.
11. Coronation Bell will be hold
Mey 4, 1963.
12. Decision of ledges final.
13. Entry foe 11.00.
SEIM THIS FOR APPLICATION TO THE
MISS MID-SOUTH CONTEST
HS S. Wellington — Memphis, Tennessee
Please Send Me An Application and Other
information For The
MISS MID-SOUTH CONTEST
NAME
ADDRESS
Cl TY
PHONE
AGE
SCHOOL OR COLLEGE
and is a member of the Na-
tional Honor Society. Her
escort will be John Edwards.
LEE ANN COOPER
Tea At Mt. Olive
Women of Mt. Olive CME
church on Linden ave., are
planning for their annual tea,
which has been set for Sunday,
April 7, in the church dining
room from 4 to 6 p. m. Mrs.
Louise Westley is chairman.
!Rev. T. C. Lightfoot, Jr., is
Ipastor.
By CARLOTTA WATSON 1. and he owes a debt to you
Counseior . . which he should pay. Ac-
B. T. Washington High School cording to my thinking two
Musing: "FAR AWAY . . .
there in the sunshine are my
highest aspirations. I may not
reach them, but I can look up
and see their beauty, believe
in them, and try to follow
where they lead . .." — Louisa
May Alcott.
'Dear Mrs. Watson:
I am 18 and in love with a
'boy 21. We have been going
steady for two years. He wants
to marry me. But he owes the
government some money and
wants to pay the eovernment
before he marries. What should
I do?
Ann
Dear Ann:
He owes a debt to the gov-
ernment which he should pay
may not be able to live as cheap
as one, but two working togeth-
,
er can make things easier. Sug-
gest this to him.
Dear Mrs. Watson:
I am married and 20. My hus-
band is 21. He drives the school
bus. Every time he comes home
and sees some man there, he
goes into a rage. What shall I
do?
H. B. E.
'Dear H. B. E.:
! I certainly don't agree with
i his jealous spirit. However,
since you know he does not
want men there while he is
away . . . why not cut their
visits to a minimum.
Have men there when both
are at home. However, the in-
surance man and other neces-
sary people can't pick a time
to get there. He must realize
that. I hope he does this soon.
Life with a jealous man can
become very unbearable.
REFRIGERATORS
AND STOVES
FOR RENT
WH 8-4332
Yes. Live steam drives
natural vitamins and
mirwrals doop into each
white grain,... makes
each grain cook fluffier,
separate. A totally
new rice ... high in
food value with • fresh
new flavor. Try
VITAgrain... now.
a lecture of Mosiac Art.
Serving as mistress of cere-
monies was the Federation
president, Mrs. M. Penn. Mrs.
M. B. Davis was chairman
of the program committee.
The Art Exhibit was under
the direction of Mesdames
Sangster and Hunt
BRIDGE CLUB
Surprise Party OnLast Saturday, the EchoBridge club was elaborately,
Birthday AnniversaryCum-
berland St. After a delicious'
menu, 
by Mrs. B. C. Lu-
cas in her horm on S. 
Pembroke helped to surprise
;
!place went to Mrs. Annie M.
bridge began and the'
prize for high score. Second
Carrie Bigger winning first
lhono
EsFaiuri nz ay e rwvia leHl 
Homes 
fmns esh sea 
on 
as 
at a party given by Mrs.
wt Wguiellsitamosf
her on her birthday anniver-
Bond while your scribe came
S. Parkwayin for third. The traveling
prize went to Dr. Bigger also. I Among guests were: Mr. and
East recently.
Mrs. Gladys Bronaugh substi-
tuted for Bell who could not
be present.
Off to Nashville last week
went Mrs. M. L. Womack,
counselor at Merry High
School, for the APGA Con-
vention held at George Pea-
body college on March 22123.
She reported a very interest-
ing and informative meeting
s
with approximately 275 in at-i'l.sse Florine and Vet-dill
tendance through the state of Caldwell, Mrs. Cora Murry,
Tennessee1Mm. Pauline Payne, and Rev.
CHAMPS ENTERTAINED T. F. Hammond.
reThe Rev. R. L. Page family Assisting the hostess we 
and daughter, Mrs. Fannie Mrs. Evelyn Herber, mother
Guthrie who is now coach- of Mrs. Pembroke, and Mrs.
ing, entertained the basketball Annie Bowman.
team , entertained with a most
delicious dinner. The team
worshipped with their coach
at the Macedonia Baptist
Church where Rev. Page is
pastor. His sermon was based
on teamwork in the church,
Mary Jane Davis, Margaret
Long, Burnetta Davis, Mary
F. Jones, Doris J. Warlick,
Roberta Doss, Brenda Robin-
son, Shirley Barnett along
with the principal, C. N. Ber-
ry, Mrs. M. L. Womack and
Mrs. B. C. Lucas.
Milton Leanord Wornack
got the surprise of his life
on his sixteenth birthday
from his club members, "The
Counts." The music hall was
beautifully decorated with
green and white as the color
scheme with balloons hanging
troin the ceiling. In the center
of the table between candle-
labra was ark elaborately
dressed birthday cake with
16 candles.
The Counts are James Law-
horn, Larry Brown, Harold
Buchannan, Ernest Randolph,
Kapel Kirkendoll, Milton L.
Womack, Ernest, Lee Harvey,
Watson Trice, Stewart Grif-
fin, Robert Stewart, Carey
Carver, Frank Carver, Loren-
zo Tyson, James E. Jackson,
Charles Barnett, Winfred
Johnson, and Walter Yandell.
Guests were: Freddie Vaulx,
Camille Long, Brenda Robin-
Theo W"I;7( 
2▪ 04meorrei Anna C. 
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DEBUTANTE BALL school and community.
The date of April 5, sixteen
I young ladies will be presented
! to society in the Lane Col- Spann, Nancy Davis, Beverly
lege Health Building by Nu l Bledsoe, Barbara Williams,
elms chapter of Sigma Gam-
Rho Sorority, Inc. in Jack-
On last Saturday, all 16
gathered along with their es-
corts in the spacious home of
Mrs. Vivian Bell, Nu Sigma
basileus, for a clinic with both
boys and girls getting first
hand information on posture
and good grooming.
You must make it a point
to be there and see these
young misses make their bow
to society.
Climaxing the City Feder-
ation Tea and Art Exhibit,
Mrs. Irene Moore was crowned
"Miss City Federation" rep-
resenting the Civic Pride Club
which was cited as winner.
She received the crown from
Mrs. Georgia Wisdom, also
a Civic Pride winner and last
year's queen.
Receiving the crown of
"Miss Junior Federation" was
Miss Katie Joyce Merry, rep-
resenting the Junior Civic
Pride club. She was crowned
by Mrs. B. C. Lucas, Semper
Fedelis Council president in
the absence of Miss Rhoda J.
Beasley, who is a student at
Fisk. son, Essie Shaw, Brenda Mon-
Beautiful pieces of art were roe, Martha Shaw, Margaret
noted and Rev. Peterson gave Savage, Jacqueline Gibbs
Dwarna Shackelford, Marga-
ret Fuller, Ruth Williamson,
Dolores Vaulx, Deborah Bled-
son, Anona Savage, Alberta
Garret, Tuscombia, Ala., and
Claudius Ricks.
Milton, son of Mrs. M. L.
Womack, received many gifts.
Members of the team pre-
sent for dinner were Lottie
Poplar
Tunes
308 POPLAR AVENUE
,Wehloka'
64 &deal* d?,eco,a1,90/16A
Phone JA. 5-6348
SPRING SPECIAL
USED AIR CONDITIONERS $699
TOM SAWYER'S
APPLIANCE COMPANY
618 McLemere
EASY FINANCING AVAILABLE
ON ALL AIR CONDITIONING AND REFRIGERATOR WORK. j
LOW RATE
AUTO LIABILITY COLLISION & FIRE INS.
Small Down Payment-6 Months To Pay
It you have a problem including your:
Driving License-Cancellati3ns—SR-22 or Releases
CALL ADKINS INSURANCE
AGENCY
635 Mississippi Sled.
,Ph. 526-2381 Res. 274-9837
Mrs. James Ballard, Mr. and
Mrs. D. T. Williams. Mr. and
Mrs. James Daniels, Mrs Pearl
Jackson, Mrs. Priscilla Burke,
Miss Mable Brooks, Miss Leola
Parker. Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
Hendress, Mrs. W. Wiley, Mr.
and Mrs. A. Todd, Mrs. Julius
Ford, Mrs. Dennie Ford, Miss
Jessie M. Ford, Norris Gilmore,
LeMoyne Alumni To
Meet In Brownlee
Memphis alumni of LeMoyne
college will conduct their reg-
ular monthly meeting this Sun-
day, April 7, at 5 p.m. in the
faculty lounge of Brownlee
Hall.
Mrs. Ann Weathers, presi-
dent of the club, said members
will hear plans for the annual
meeting of the college's Gen-
eral Alumni Association and
the reunion of all "3" classes
scheduled for May 31-June 1.
The group also will discuss
plans for the reception given
annually by the alumni for the
graduating class.
COMPARE AT 49C
GOLDEN THIMBLE
COTTON PRINTS
25,1
Wash and wear cotton.,
in geometrics, Honda,
novelties and border
prints. Bright beginning
for your new wardrobe.
W. T. Grant Downtown
Main At Cayes°
DONALD DUCK
DEFENDER
ASK YVETTE CHANTE: GLAMOR GIRLS
IF '5, 0I-1 RAwDLE OvER
THAT PAPER WELL NevER
GET A PARKiNG SPACE.
LOT6 on
TOOTS!
CHARLES?
(PRESENT!
••••;
0
THE CISCO KID
tF I GET TO THAT vrAREHOUSE,
I CAN SEE WHETHez xis
SANYON HAS THE STOLEN
U.S. ARMY SuIPLISS,/
ON, NO, AMIGO! iF YOU
TRY TO SLOW UP TNE
WAREHOuSE YOU MIGAT"
GET EXPLCVEO TO FITS
YOUR OWN SELF.,  
ETTA KETT
Est.-Tr.Th RELAN,T00-4?)
-
"\r'
5-29
STANLEY?
771C-T-
( WAN!
/ HAVEN'T
GOT A
PRESENT!
\NAM!
• Of
46,
THEM I'LL TRY TO STALL
NIM UNTIL WE CAN BRING
TeooPS!..}
--77
NE'S A SMART
HOmbREII OCNT
THINK you CAN
5TALL HIM!
AWANWNIGS..
;MESE, WE MUST COLLECT MORE
GiNS powvEz! lIfEFOuNP A
SLICKER WHO WILL PAY TOP
PIKES FOR AU. WE CAN Burro,/
HI, MAPTY.'CLASS
HOP TOMORROW
NIGHT/GOING!
I WENr LAsr
WEEK AND NOT
ONE BOY ASKED
ME TO
DANCE.
I'LL H AVE
WINGEY
GET YOU
A DATE,
OKAY!
LOPI OROP THESE PLIAAAAMSP AT LIKELY SPOTS
DURING THE SLACK
- --(2LIOURS!
SUCK UP, STAN...
CVERY5OPYMAKe6
miSTAKES HIS PiRST _
DAYAT SCHOOL!
rou ',adieu,
1055, TgAr FELLOWS NO
SUCKER, TWAT'S THE
CISCO KIP! .
NO,THANacS./ I'M
STAYING WITH A
NEIGHBORS BABY.'
.4.•1
elf a:&
Et-.IF I'M GONG TO
SIT ALL EVENING
I MAYAS WELL GET
PAID FOR Ir.,
DAD'S A TOP
POP.' THE VERY
GREATEST,
ISN'T HE?
THE FLOP FAMILY
r MEAN, FATHERS
LOVE SONS -Bur
THEY'RE SOFTIES
FOR DAUGHTERS,
AREN'T THEY?
WELL!•-•YOU
OUGHT
TO KNOW.'
IT TOOK MORE THAN MONEY
TO SPOIL:YOU THE. WAY HE HAS.
MOMS.' YOU'RE
DRECIOUS,TOO!
tI e0-4
sTeet0
p,LottE. FiNCI5 TIME HErsk1,1
ON 1•114 NANO.,
•
335
Stet"
4.,•0•4—L 
BRICK BRADFORD
NO t1eN EVER Si-e040
AO-ONE.- \F ',",€S Qt-i
h EEET-
9-30
I STILL Ti-liNK THAT
FLYING SAUCER. WE
SAW i...o.ioeo OvElz
THErze...YONVER
RECKON YOU'RE
Gam' •ro HARP ON IT
ALL NIGHT! LET'S
MOSE*" OVER AND
TAKE A LOOK
( IW iAl FE WI\A. li-wArc oF SOMETHING )
  3l,,-\U'% TO 00 f ,
0/7 
.
th
I 
I) 0
r•
•
MEANWAn.E.... 7NE ,AP/NCESS
ER/CC A.MvE BEEN OezoAwep
ALONCir 77WS 07)20 mese 756 C.4S/4'O...
REMEMBER
NOW, s-nvi
CLOSE TOME,
ON TNE Perierer...
YOUIZS grow;
JAKE, TI-€E
SOMETWING ovER
TwEize!
4
-roLo YOU '11--LA1'
FLYING SAUCER LANOEO.
WED BETTER SE
CAE yu
SEE ANY SEEN MEN
orz ANYTHING
,
AT rmts cAs,vo- I WILL. NOT
mOVE,
P2iNcESS
I wit,L KEEP
THE RADIO W
RAN6e OF
T1Ae casuotee
STAND NEAR -n-ie
cenuOlaa, Scbce,
90 THAT FATHER
CAN NEA2 OM ON
YOUR NiDOEAI
CACAO!
'1E4, PRINCESS! t WILL
GET AS NEAR. AS
Po9sIaLs
AC K AT 7W 5,1•C9—gwa, Aff ,c7A/c L/srONO
TO TA4f 0441..1 0. TA.E,  . Rea:Net>5
7NS RAY5 A.4.400 756 TABLE ....Trgi,v
ryjso 707W sm.:* co/KaurAve._ [—
WE'LL SOON KNOW WHEN
ANC' WHAT NUMSERS THa
PRINcEss wILL pt.Ay! we'tt.
54:teAsK TMAT PLACE!
Lonely Stranger In Big
City Seeks Companion
'Dear Madam Chante:
I am a lonely young man in
a strange city hoping to meet
a sincere young lady who will
befriend me. I am in my late
twenties, considered hand-
some, most understanding and
affectionate. I do not go by a
person's looks or their past,
but it is what's within their
heart that counts. My goal is
to marry and give my spouse
all the happiness that life can
offer.
Victor Ward
c-o General Delivery
Chicago, Ill.
• • •
Dear Madam Chante:
I am a very lonely person
and would like a pen pal that
Is as lonely as I am. I would'
like to correspond with al
gentleman between the ages of 1
60 and 65 or older, height, at
least 5 ft 10 in., weight doesn't
matter. My height is 5 ft. 5 in.,
brown complexioned, weight
145 and age, 54. I am a Chris-
tian and in good health and
working. Most of all I love
good clean fun such as sports,
traveling and parties.
Miss Rudell Washington
452 Ainsworth dr.
Ypsilanti, Mich.
• • •
Dear Madam Chante:
I have read in your column
of instances where you have
helped so many lonely men and
women, and I am writing withi
HENRY
AMATEUR
BOXING-
BOUTS
TODAY
hopes that you can help me.I
I am a high school end business
school graduate. Presently I
am an office clerk.
I would be very much in-
terested in meeting some nice
Christian young lady who does
not drink, dance or smoke.
She should be between the
ages of 19 and 22. Thanking
you in advance.
William Hill
826 S. Wabash Ave.
Chicago 5, Ill.
• • •
Dear Madam Chante:
Please help me. I am very
lonely and interested in mar-
riage at once. I am 55 years
old. 5 ft. 2 in. tall, and dark 5.
complexioned. I am interested  
In a man between the ages of '
60 and 65.
Bessie Jackson
2510 Erskine St.
Omaha, Neb.
• • •
Dear Madam Chante:
With your help I feel that,
I can meet a nice lady who is
Interested in marriage. She
should be 35 to 45 years old
with clean habits.
I am 5 ft. 8 inches, 145
pounds and brown complexion-
ed. I am clean in habits and
body and a working man.
Thanking you in advance.
Sam Thomas
4321 Champlain
Chicago, Ill.
Jikat
sat rest•res 6,•••••14, ISM. Wail •••10. r••••••L'
"Don't make any cracks to that umpire.
wearing glasses—contact lenses!"
_
1Dear Madam Chante:
I missed reading your column
In the weekly Defender the
couple of weeks you were ab-
sent. But now that you're back
with us, I'll enjoy reading the
column again.
I would like to correspond
with young Christian people of
my own age. I like all sorts of
sports and enjoy reading, writ.
ing, sewing, dancing and listen-
ing to modern jazz. I am a lov-
er of gospel music and love to
go to church. I am Baptist, 31
He 18
•
•
years old, 5 ft. 2 inches, 105
Pounds, and mediurn-brown
complexioned. I would like to
hear from a host of new ac-
quaintances.
Mrs. Della Griffin
P. 0. General Delivery
Chicago Heights, Ill.
Furlashes?
NEW YORK - (UPI) -
Fashion arbiters are seeking
to cook up a new fad-false
eyelashes of mink and ermine.
POP EYE
POPEYE
DOESN'T "THINK
VA siS VERY
SMART:
HOW IS I YAM
BIRDsCED)( WoRIZ o
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HIM!
SECRET AGENT X9
NO! HE
FEELS
rime!
srAgr
REAF_milectiNes,
GOLDIE! WHERE
wAS Swfp-ry
6o4/43
rtE Aueosr
aor tr, CtucE !
IT WAS SAN
YEAH
REMEMBER ,,,,,
5AN MED!
I JUST DON'T
THINK HE KNOWS
HE iS A
DORCI:
•
• ri
9.90
ONE OF DOSE CARISSEAN
AND! eur I ANT WASTING
TWO DESCRISMS 'lb xnu,
SZNEY! Tom. SEE !rpm
vuasecp!Lors GO
segoo
ccowelAN- our
ir wu.. DO EASY
OlE0s FOR
YOURSELF'
CAIttaVaL wEEK./114.1"
The POPULAToN IS
yaAPA.s /AASHS! MAT
A Twig To TRY 4Nr,
sPorswiFry
THE 154_4 A) IS SMALL, AND
THERE IS ONLY ONE PLACE
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SPORTS
HORIZON
LESTER TOPS ;lie b...st moves of any of the
Lesl.er, winccr o; the city league's pivotmen. Turner
would use all of his experiencebasketball championship and 'in snatching his share of re-
runners-up to Nasnvill•_• Pearl b.:unds. Turner averaged 13
High in the state tournament, points per game as his contrl-
placed four pl-yers on :he first bution to the Cobras' fast
three teams of the Tri-State break offense'
Defender Coaches' All - Mem•'GUARDS
phis Team. Melrose, the second Melretee sharpshooter James
Sandrintge held the scoring leadplace finisher in the r eently.
acompleted Prep League compe- most of the season and his fi-
Minion. gained three spits on -al average of 21.5 was just
the all-star contingent as did four-tenths back of Jones of
Lester. The 8-1 senior set per-Douglass. Carver and Father
haps a state record when heBertrand placed two each. Ma-
nassas and Washington lornel-d,burned the strinex for OA tal-
lies in a non - league gamethe remaining two positions.
against Geeter.
FORWARDS
Richard Jones at one forward Gifted with quick hands,'
position was one of the league's Sandridge was deadly on lone 1
outside shots from behind , ,,.most colorful players. Stand- 
Reins A good dribbler! ALL-MEMPHIS TEAM — Members of theilia 6 7 Jones led all scorers
it meant added pressure on Tri-State Defender Coaches' "All-Memphis"titIlh 305 points in 14 league defense. squad were named recently, and here the
fames . Just a junior. Jon  e sith"
members pose with five basketballs In the
ctinte close to tying the single' Douglass discovered a fine
game seorine record when he sl'ot in Roosevelt Shelton who Lester Illgh school gymnasium. From left are
threw in 44 markers against after playing one year is a can- Richard Jones and Charles hiulk. Lester;
Manass'as. Jon--s could scoreldirlatrt for grod;..iation in June.
from the outside but it was in 'thus the Red Devils will have
ly felt his pres.nce. Already rolls aroond. Shelton, possessor 1141 !ion In Player Talentclose where his heiaht could to rim' up another surprise bybe utilized that opponents real- the time the next cage season li•
being approached by college of a good jumpshot, sported a!
sebots the lanky Jones climaxed!13.8 scoring average. Havingi
unanimously to the All-State of Shelton who has been re- vol/able At Cost In Majors'brilliant season for Lester no previous varsity experience! •"d himself by being oarnedJoi10,1 to deflate the confidence
first team in the TSSAA tour- croited by Coach Jerry Johnson
of LeMoyne. MIAMI Fla There ,Minoso, younger than Stan, is Yanks, two of the greatest
Melrose hod the le,miet• bet' BASEBALL CAMPAIGN 
also a wee bit more brutal ever to play in the majors, j and Duke Snyder in a di al of
In the opening week of Prep 
have been few approaching,'
scoring team with an array of 
-than "Stan The Man" has been While the Orioles figure Rob- II most ' any kind. Today, the
good shooters. but in the chins baseball only two teams man- 
I baseball seasons where so 'in his many years of perform- erts in their 1963 plans they right price would get thern
down games it was versatile aged to keep their records un-:many great names were on I 
ing. There is of course, a good
Bobby Smith, its number twolmarred- Douglass. defsndine i' 
reason for this. Minnie, the
came champions, and Hamilton, the! list of more daring of the two, will
the "expendable"
scorer, that usually
through for thn Golden wild„Iniee given the best chance to ,
club rostirs on contending go for balls with no thought
cats. A notable example was,dettirone the Red Devils, fin- teams, as is true in 1963. of danger lurking In the form ra, the Yanks have no thought were, boasts youth
in Melrose's only win ovt,,r Les-!ishod the first week with iden- go' 
Most important of this "can of a brick wall. Musial will of trading the Yoga, for senti- ,
itical 2-0 records. group is 
Duke Snyder. gel all balls hit his way but
ter the past season. the great outfielder currently is not as carefree about avoid- 
mental reasons as much as MILWAUKEE --- (UPI) --
I Rainthe threat of it wash-or anythingelse. However, man- !Marquette University's basket- ,Down by 12 points alter the] on roster of the Los Angeles' ing close-by fences.
pd out part of the opening day ager Houk knows he can ex- I ball team selected Loyola of 1first quarter the 6-3 sophomore Dodgers, but already slated to, .rhere are other examples pect just AO much from Berra 'Chicago as its toughest oppon- ,
found the raroe and almost Ischedule, but Douglass stopped ,
iCarver, 9-5, on the Cobras' di , go elsewhere via wavers with-1
'single - handedly upset Lester R-' 
of 'greats of baseball who are at his age.
69-64. Many of the 43 points mood and at Lincoln 
Park,ia little extra cash. Snyder,Innw being threattned by Fa- • To call the players mention- made forward Jerry Harkness ,
ent during the oats se - non arid '
Father Bertrand checked 
the ageless wonder at 36, is•
racked up by Smith came from 
ther Time, i n clod   in g Robin!ed here "expendables" is a bit of the Ramble -M the on.y unani- '
still a valuable man, particu- Roberts of the Baltimore Ori- premature, however, fact re- mous choice on the Warriors'
t e pivot, a position quite 1 -1d'f Washington 5.4 in a six in-, . , tar at bat and can catch any- ,h
ferent from his usual cornerInmX game. 'thing he 'gets to in the outer oles an'] Yoga Berra of the 
'mains that they are all on the all-opponeol honor squad.
spot. Smith, who has lettered! In other CUM'S Douglass atigarden. And let it be known, • Pos.
In four sports despite having home against Lester, used a for the record, that few balls le
ebounders. 12-7. Hamilton blasted Wash-despite his ageing legs. There 
mith wants It Knowntwo years of eligibility left,Iseven run second inning up- are hit in the Duke's direc- •was one of the circuit's better rising to wallop the visitors,,tion, that he cannot get to
?ITER ington, 10-4, came back in a has been much said about
Carl Turner of Carver, 6.2, replay of its postponed oneneriboth New York teams, Met,
was short for the center post, and downed Melrose, 5-3, on and Yankees, wanting Snyder
the one hit relief pitching of1for drawing purposes. How
cran at the position and made Larry Dailey.
- -'story dt value the New York .
levzr, that is only part of the Iiteams put on Duke Snyder (11 • • •however, the senior was a vet-
Both managers, Casey Stengel
DEFENDER
ney.
New Subscription Order
Kindly send me the Tri-State
Defender to address below
One year $6.00 Six months $3.50
I TO 
1
• Street Addreiti.-i 
City 1
en
•
•
THE NEW TRI-STATE DEFENDER
HONKY DORY
7 to 8:30 A.'I. _
11 to 12:30 A.M..
GOLDEN GIRL
8:30 to 9:30 A.M.
2 to 3 P.M.
BRO. BOB
9:30 to 11-A-71.
1:30 to 2 P.M.
State 
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
a
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division from Fowler Community center are.
al right, Audrey, 11. and Frances Fuller, 13.
of 884 Latham St. Senior division winners
are, at left, lames Brown. 18. of 1485 Ash At.,
and Delaney Richmond, 16, of 1411 Orr St.
They represented Douglass Community center.
Final Basketball Standings
Lester
Melro,st
Washimit I
Douglass
Bertrand
Carver
Hamilton
Jones (Lester,
Sandridge (Melrose
Smith (Melrose)Mitchell (Manassaei
Todd (Bertrand)
Thomas (Melrose)
Shelton (Douglass
Weukley (Washingti
Smith (Bertrand)
Turner (Carver)
III
Players
Bobby Smith
• Richard Jones
C Carl Turner Carver
• James Sandridge Melrose
• Roosevelt Shelton Douglass
and Ralph Houk know quite
well the value of Duke Sny- SARASOTA, Fla. — Al However, Smith has another same Luis 
who has been a- G
gripe. He is upset, and shows! terror to the opposing ti urns," •
it in discussing the story, °veal Smith replied. "He will, in I 
F
published reports that he has my opinion, have one of his' F
said there was dissention on better seasons this year and C
Robby /Wraith and James Sandridge, Melrose
High school, and Roosevelt Shelton of Doug-
lass High school. Paulk, member of the sec-
ond team, was a stand-in for ('arl Turner of
Carver High school.
know well he will have to be
pitched in spots to show his
true effectiveness. As to Ber-
e ever Criticized Lopez
i der as a pinch-hitter and ex- .
Itra gardner. , 
Smith, the outfielder-third
, In the same league (Nation- basemen traded from Chi-
al) are another pair of old-
sters who were once the pride
,of their clubs, but now due to
age, are not counted on for ting over his 
second gripe, ment as I was quoted as mak- the team he's playing with." G
I full time duty in 1963. They both due to post-season (1962): ing in a release to the papers Wh
ile Smith made no men-
ace Stan Musial and Minnie circumstances and published :in Baltimore and Chicago. Nor 
tion of his own possibilities x
Minoso, both with the St. stories I have I said anything 
unkind for 1963 the reporters knew
!L. ouis Cardinals, a team that about Al Lopez. We 
always. what his answer would be. Al
is wealthy in youngsters of 
Al's. first "distan " cameGen. 
that 
along fine, it was Short ' has been working as hard as
promise, some proven and when Eddie Short, 
ce"
I had my small misun- , a y youngster in camp, to be
others promising. It is for this eral Manager, failed to satis- derstanding with." 
Then ,'ready to give his best as 'it
reason that both Minnie and ly him on reason for the play-1 
Smithadded: I think Al Lo- first year Oriole. He comes to
Musial might be considered Mier being asked to take a cut1 
pcz is a fine manager .and en-
trades if the Cards find an : in salary. "All Short would • J(,)Yed 
playing under his direc-
opportunity to get value in!say," Smith reports is 
„We hon. He gets a lot out of play-
return for their services.lare cutting you because 
you. ers and treats them like hu-
ROOK WINNERS in a ('lip-Wide tournament
are being awarded prises by Samuel McAnul-
ty and Mrs. Mottle Cash Smith. The tourna
ment was sponsored jointly by the Parker
Brothers Game emnpany and the Memphis
Recreation department. Winners hi the junior
border line. Few years ago.
two-million dollars would not
have purchased the met men
Boned here, but time gener-
ally takes its toll. Imagine, if
you can, what I wealthy own-
er would have paid to land
Robin Roberts, Yoga Berra,
Minnie Minoso, Stan Musial
all, thanks to father tune and
the arrival of younger play-
ers, who, while not in the
same class as the oldsters once,
CANE COLE
12:30 to 1:30 P.M.
3 P.M. to Sign Off
WILD RILL
4 to 7 A.M.
WLOK
1480
the Sox team, last season. "I you know a good year for G
Baltimore Orioles is fret-
do not like to play third base."
Then, Smith adds: "I preferred
playing the outfield, but nev-
er once did I express myself
on the subject during the sea-
son, to Lopez (Al) or Eddie
(Short) that is."
never made any such state- Luis means a great one for G
• •
During the conversation a
reporter asked Smith what
about little Luis Aparicio, the
short stop who went along
with him in the deal with Bal-
timore. "He's very much the
OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK
SAFE DRIVER? DESERVE LOWER RATES?
CALL ON US. DRIVERS IN TROUBLE TOO.
OK Automobile Insurance
COLUMBIAN TOWER IA 6 8977
OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK
STOCKBRIDGE
Summer School
700 acres in Berkshires. Coed. High School credits
for advanced courses or repeat work. Small classes
or private tutoring. Counselling. Beautiful campus
near Tanglewood. Supervised study. All sports.
For booklet write: Hans K. Maed•r
Box 487-C, Lenox, Mess.
ATTENTION NEWSBOYS.
YOUR CONTEST THAT WAS
SCHEDULED TO END MARCH 31,
1963 WILL BE EXTENDED TO
APRIL 13,1963 TO GIVE ALL THE
SLOW STARTERS A CHANCE TO
CATCH UP AND THE OTHERS A
CHANCE TO SELL MORE PAPERS.
Miss Actriii Settgstarke
, Mr. Ray Wicks
practice running and keeps
up the pace throughout the
drills, excepting when called
to "the manager's cage" for
inside instructions for the
players.
Yes, Al Smith is bent on,
having his best season. He is'
mad with no one and hops
to confine his "fighting" to
the ball field where he hopes
it will do a lot of good toward
bringing the American league
pennant to Baltimore.
WE NEVER CLOSE
CROUCH'S
FISHERMAN PARADISE
2136 So. Bellevue Blvd.
MINNOWS, WORMS,
CRICKETS and ROACHES
SPORTING GOODS
Phone WH6-8736
PEST
EXTERMINATING CO.
TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS
RATS
Licensed and
Bonded
CALL US BEFORE YOU
ARE EMBARRASSED
'WE KILL TO LIVE'
CALL
O.Z. EVERS
FOR FREE ESIIMATES
Ph. FA 7-6033
L. Pet.
2 .657
.786
.643
..590
.500
12 .143
1 13 .071
G. Pts. Avg.
14 305 21.9
13 278 21513 247 19.014 229 10.5
13 188 14.713 183 14.713 177 13.814 186 13.413 172 13.3
14 182 13.0
Ht. Class
6--3 Soph.
6--7 Junior
6---2 Senior
6--1 Senior
8-0 Senior
SECOND TEAM
Charles Faulk, Lester
Charles Bowers, Lester
LeRoy Weakley, B.T.W.
Wesley Mitchell, Manassas
Bobby Todd, Bertrand
THIRD TEAM
\Tester Swill), Douglass
Redell Smith, Bertrand
xJames Eubanks, Douglass
Rochester Thomas, Melrose
Charles Wright, 1.ester
xBill Gilliland, Carver
Denotes players tied for fifth position.
SECURITY RAMBLER
58 PONTIAC
51 CHEV. 
59 RAMBLER
60 PONTIAC
60 FORD
eudetiotrut dead deit 6leestee4..
675 UNION
59 FORD'  ifo block finish. . . .MR, V8, R.II, ww tires
Ana, H.T., Loaded wltit
. •quIpment .....
8•1. An, 2DR, Ono owner.Name on request. .
rwRi.pp.Sta. Li., Extra Cleand WwwIth Radio R. Hen t•i .4P12. Aiths,C.71,41
58 BUIC
TOP SCORERS
FIRST TEAM
School
Melt (),('
Lester
...s895
s795
'895
S995
51695
Galas* 4DR, R.H., automatic 
'1295.„.,  Si,.., Sharp 
$195 Rp•elol 4DR., R.H. Awtoototic
51 CHRYSLER N.Yt.11, .1ksPiriekt.tyn.C:nary finish 5795
61 RAMBLER .1°Z,T'41re'ssnawd:%n„„,„ 2395
58 CHEV. 5995
B.? Als (DR. autom.otto Sii955'9 CHEV fl s.„1161,6-Ct est In.rovitt, . .
51 bin/ rir•
LE. " • Reel, Excellent, White Top ..s1195
BANK FINANCING
'epee4 Setace Nlaeleeti 'Dealet"
Sec urity Ramble
IA 7 639/
dIIIIMIN11111111•111•111111•11•1191•MINI1111111•11 111•11111111111
•
• Sat. Open 11 kW to 6 elk
SCAR WASH $ 1 i
•
• Sat. or Sun. $1.25 
8 A.M.-6 FN.
Monday 
a
im
N
•
• 1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC •
• Sun. Open I A.M. to 2 I.M. thru •la
• . Friday a
a
• SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH :
a 3100 Summer at Baltic a
No••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••E
John Ronza's
CENTRAL AVE. LIQUORS
2159 CENTRAL AT COOPER 811 1,7573
MIXED CASES AT A CASE PRICE!
I. /' tflIONG Mt I
"SHOP CENTRAL — AND SAYS"
K ww tires A B•outy
cago White Sox to the,
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LeMOYNE DRILL TEAM -
Snapping to attention is the
snazzy girls' drill team trained
at LeMoyne by Miss Layette
Glover, a faculty member of
the college's physical education
department. At left, front to
back: Carole Ann Spight.
1
Cia-
rice Parker and Margaret ,
Pow.II. Center row, front tol
back: Mae D. Houston, Faith
.2:
Jackson and Myrtle Mae Greer.
Third row, front to back: Alice
Turner, Lois DeBerry and Astra
Roach. Leila Ann Abron at
right is the leader.
Bertrand Senior Wins Honors In National Test
A senior at Father Bertrand
high school, Jacques Frank
Yates was recently named a
National Merit Finalist. All
finalists rank in the upper
two-thirds of one per cent of
the nation. A Certificate of Inessee
Merit attesting to his dis-: He is
tinguished performance on the youths
nationwide selection tests for,honor.
Merit Scholarships was given be hon
Yates at a school assembly.
Sister Mary James Martin,
BVM, principal of Father Ber-
trand high has received word
that Yates has also attained
State recognition in the Ten-
Science Talent Search,
one of 36 Tennessee
selected for this
Winning students will
ored at a program at
Arts Festival Continues
On LeMoyne's Campus
LeMoyne College's impres-
sive Spring Arts Festival comes
to a close next Monday night,
April 8, when a Modern Dance
Program is scheduled to be pre-
sented in Bruce Hall starting at
8:15.
The Student Dance Group
will work under the theme of
"Artistry and Inspiration Way
Out and Right Now" and will
be under the direction of Miss
Lucinda Edwards, a member of
the college's physical education
staff.
A book review in the new
library is scheduled for 3:30
Thursday afternoon, and the
LeMoyne College Players will
ment, are Alvenia Perkins,
Jimmy Charlton, Jo Evelyn
Grayson, Goldie Parks, Minnie
Gray Allan Dillard, Sarah
Smith, Woodrow Miller and
Bernice Tucker.
PUBLIC INVITED
All of these events are free
and the public is invited.
"The Religious Version of
Modern Art" was discussed
Wednesday morning during the
chapel hour by the Rev. James
M. Barr, minister of First Uni-
tarian Church.
Karen Duke, the sensational
folk singer and balladeer, ap-
peared in concert Tuesday
night, and an art exhibition of
Japanese prints was officially
opened Monday night in the
'Alumni Room of the college's
present "The Heiress" this' new library. .available in the general aca-
Thursday night at 8:30 in Bruce The festival is under direc-,demci field, business, home
Hall. , tion of the college's Culturaleconomics, basketball and
Appearing in the play under Life Committee, headed by Dr. music.
direction of Miss Elsie E. Van Paul Hayes, professor of re-, Registration will start at
Ness of the English Depart- ligion and philosophy. 18 a.m.
at Bertrand High, he has play-
ed an integral part in school
activities. He has been pres-
ident of his class for four
years and is now president of TEA FOR DEB
Mthe Student Council. As a r. and Mrs. Robert Lyons
member of the Bertrand Quiz sponsored a tea for Miss Mar-
'em t on the Air team, he has ha Coleman, who is running
maintained a perfect score. for "Miss Debutante" in the
He has also been actively en_ Debutante Cotillion sponsored
gaged in the CYO, choir, band,,bY The Sigma Gamma Rho
Yearbook staff, National Hon- Sorority, Inc., in their lovely
or Society, and school debating home Sunday afternoon, beau-
He attended the University tifully decorated with spring
ot Notre Dame last summer flowers. Mrs. Mary S. Cole-
on a National Science grant, man, mother of Miss Coleman,
With the help of a scholarship assisted Mrs. Lyons with the
he has received from this uni. serving.
,versity he plans to major ia The home of Mr. and Mrs.
Math at Notre Dame. Charlie F. Jones on Etheridge
was the setting for a surprise
Owen Invites All tea given by Miss Brenda,Jones of Hickman, Ky., and
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie F. Jones,
Seniors To Campus honoring their parents, Mr. and.
Mrs. Willie Mack Jones on
High School Senior Day will their thirty-fifth wedding an-
be observed at Owen College niversary. '
on Saturday, April 20, and all A color scheme of pink and
prospective graduates of Mem- white was carried out. The
phis and Shelby County high serving table w‘as overlaid
schools are invited to the with a centerpiece of pink
campus. dogwood and white tulle lilies
I Scholarship examinations with pink candles on each side,
will be given. Scholarships are A three-tiered wedding cake
with pink rosettes was on one
end of the table and a punch-
bowl on the other. An assort-
ment of pink and white sand-
wiches, mints and nuts was
served.
dren, Mrs. Dorothy Ivory and
family, Sault Saint Marie,
Michigan, and Wallace Jones,
Chicago, were unable to 4t-
tend. They sent lovely gifts to
their parents and wished them
many happy returns.
On Saturday, March 23, the
home of Mr. and Mrs. William
H. Baskerville was the scene of
a birthday party for the very
young set. The honorees were
Donald, who was two on March
10, and Marva, who was five
March 26.
Attending were Anthony and
Timothy Butler, Tim Merri-
weather, Michael Dixon, Vicky
and Lil Johnson, Diane Donald,
Dorringto, Jr., Sylvia Ellis,
Myra Bryson Reid, Cynthia
Barnett, Roy Champion, An-
thony Fitzgerald, Pamela, Val-
eria, and Vicky Poston,
ABC
MAIDS
Guaranteed Job in New Y
Transportation & Meals
Advanced
306.M & M BLDG MEMPHIS
JA 5-3131
NEED MONEY?
Solve Your Problems •
With a Small, Low Cost
Real Estate Loan
60 Fiat Monthly Payments
Approx,
Cash You Mo.
Get- Payments
500.00 S 12.90
$1,000.00 $ 23.70
51, 500.00 $ 34,50
$2,000.00 S 45.50
$2,500.00 S 56.20
$5,000.00 $110.82
Be Wise, Choose
State Savings Bank
72 MADISON
Dial JA 6-0637
ANY TIME 24 HRS A DAY
"It's Better to
Borrow At a Bank"
The Famous
Beale St. Shopping Center
COLETTA'S
TAILORS
129 Beale
SPRING WOOLENS FOR
EASTER HAVE ARRIVED
TUXEDO RENTALS
525-9395
STUDIO-1
"THE BEST IN
PHOTOGRAPHY"
by
ERNBT WITHERS
319 BEALE STREET
1 WAYNE'S-
SHOE STORE BEAT
EASTER STYLE
SHOES FOR MEN
BLACIKooINVHITE
I ALLIGATOR SHOES 
M & H CLEANERS
HATTERS
151 Beale St.
"ALTERATIONS
WHILE YOU WAIT"
W• Hon• B•en In Busln••• 1 5
Years, B  W• Ar• Sp•clol-
lets In Our Field.
Visit M & H BARBER SHOP
N
ATHAN'S
LOAN FRCE
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 II 1711 REAL STREET JA 6-5300 
DEFENDER
HUMBOLDT NEWS
The Int e rd e nom i Mr. and Mrs. Jones received
Itional Ministerial Alliance held many beautiful and useful
Its installation services at] gifts. Their little granddaugh-
IMorning Star Santis Churchiter, Jaqueline L. Jones, pre-
'Sunday night, March 24, 1963,Isented white carnations to
at 7:30 P.M. Devotion was giv- them.
en by Morning Star Choir.1 Friends and relatives from
Robert Carr gave the welcome.Humboldt, Brownsville, and
Rev. B. T. Burnett responded. 1Jackson attended the beauti-
Rev. A. E. Campbell of ful affair.
Memphis, a vice president of The couple's other two chit-
the National Baptist Conven-
tion preached the installation
!Sermon. Rev. C. M. Houston
'installed Rev. M. H. Burnett,
president; Rev, T•R. Coleman,
I vice president; Rev! L. John-
son, secretary, and Rev. T. I.
'Boykin, treasurer.
I Music for the services was
furnished by the Morning
IStar and St. Paul of Browns-
ville choirs.
The offering was given to
the Gillespie Kindergarten.
KINDERGARTEN
The Board of Directors of
the Gillespie Kindergarten
Iheld its regular meeting Mon-
day night in the home of Mrs.
I a Northcross. Tentative
plans were made for the clos-
ing of school exercises on April
Oak Ridge, June 7. Yates' pro- 21'Another item of businessject was "Matter and Forces'
was the planning for a Debettein Fluids." contest for little misse, ages of
Yates is the son of Mrs. two to five. The little missJohn Yates of 306 Cynthia
money will be crowned. ThePlace. Daring his four years
raising the highest amount of
contest closes May 3, names of
contestants and sponsors will
be announced later.
1EPSTEIN LOAN OFFICE162-164166 BEALE ST.
MONEY TO LOAN
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALItLOANS CONFIDENTIAL _IA 6-1450
CAPITOL LOANS
138 BEALE STREET
MONEY LOANED ON
Articles of Value
Diamonds
Jewelry
1 Watch•s
G•If Clubs
Shotguns-Tools
-mot
Watch
Crystals Slot
Stretch
Bands Sioo
Italian
Sunglasses SIN
Expert Watch Repairing
MORRIS'
LOAN OFFICE
152 BEALE ST
A •
p\PE's
MEN S SHOP
EASTER IS
APRIL 14th
SHOP NOW
159 61 Beal St
1A 7-6757
Uncle Sam Says".
MONEY TO LOAN!
ON ANYTHING OF VALUE
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SHOTGUNS - CAMERAS - DIAMONDS
RADIOS - JEWELRY - CLOTHING
UNCLE SAM'S PAWN SHOP
122 BEALE
flflies
ce twig
Wooden
Clothes
Pins DOZ
BUCKETS READY
FOR EASTER
Childron's Brown
all leather
$1
OXFORDS
Size 8 to PAIR
Large 2
LADIES NEW STYLE
SHORT RAYON
HALF SLIPS
Black or , 69$
white
CHILDREN'S
EASTER DRESSES
LOW AS 98$
.163 IPAALII 117111KI
bAT
NEED-MONEY?
YOUR INCONVENIENCE,
MEET ME AT
MERICAN
LOAN CO.
108 Beale
Of
182 So. Main St.
MONEY LOANED ON
ANYTHING OF VALUE
YES
THIS
SPACE IS
FOR
AN
ADVERTISER
Classified Ads • • •
Apts. For Rent Help Wanted Houses For Sale
FURNISHED 111)44W WITH H I.F.
Mth.waler • lights furnished Mole
OR 5-7124,
NEWLY REMODELED
3 - BEDROOM - L Ft. KITCHEN •
Bath - 1158 Gauaco - PHONE:
WH 2.5537
NEWLY DECORATED TWO ROOM
APARTMENT FOR RENT AT 154415
S. WELLINGTON, UPSTAIRS, 5115.00.
Water tarnished. Call 13R 2-2115.
3-ROOM APT. BRICK DUPLEX VERY
NICE. $40.00. CALL WH 6-6645 or
JA 8-2880. Mr. E. L. Young.
UNFURNISHED ROOMS
2 1ge. unfurn. rms. for rent
WH 3-3937, call after 5 p.m.
ilertaisisisicri Roosts FOR RENT
2 Imo unfurnished rooms for rent.
Wit 2-8937. call after 5 pm.
Business Services
1.9' YOU HAVE RUGS OR CARPETS
MO you would like Installed wall
to wall or cleaned. eel Bob Miller
for a free estimate, GL 8-0702.
RAGSDALE 1451P1,01 e.NT
ktreuty Violator to walk in
white Beauty Shut 
Maid Comb 42A 59Churl Order Cook 520 up
M•ids - COCK .  
JA s4599
Furn. For Sale
ONE BOOK CASE. BED, COMPLETE
mattrems and spring. one dr. 00000
2 chalet of drawer., one washing ma-
chine. One dinette mt, one sewing
machine. CALL BR 4 2370. 2152
Piedmont St.
PRIVATE PARTY M11411.1) LIKE TO
purehase • home bar In fair condi-
tion. Coll JArkso• 6-8397.
FOR KALE
BY OWNER
3 BEDROOM! CAR PORT, Con.
CRETE PORCH, PATIO BIGGEST
LOT IN SUFI DIVISION 01 or FHA
Loan accepted or will sell. Equity.
EX 7-7116-South of Alley on Judson.
FOR SALE
DEEP FREEZERS-$0000 end up
Phone WH 2.4332
GAS RANGES - $29.00 up PHONE
WH 2-4332
FOR SALE
WRINGER WASHER 539.00 and up
phone WH 2-4332.
FOR MALE 
-
REFRIGERATORS $19.00 and Up
WH 2-4332
FOR HALE
T.V. sera • $69.00 up 
- PHONE
WH 2-4332
WOMAN DESIRES .108 AS 5-1-Alfra
baby-sitter five days a week. Call.
GL 8-4551
tiLILLi LIKE WORK AS COMMON
ironer or keep children.
Call: Wri 14-21b1.
Homework•rs Wanted:
W• will send you Ins complete narnee
and addle.. of 50 CII. Herne that
AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU
Salesmen and saleswomen
wanted to sell retail advertis-
ing in the Memphis market.
We pay 25 per cent and 30
per cent contract commission
on the dollar.
THE TR1 STATE DEFENDER
236 South Wellington Street
Memphis, Tenn.
GOOD MAN NEEDS WORK AS POR-
ter or restaurant worker.
WH 4-0687
WOMAN EXP. IN HOSPITAL WORK.
CALL:
452-1831
NEGRO WOMAN EXP. FACTORY OR
BABY SITTING. CALL:
JA 5-7919
NECIRO WOMAN WANTS FIVE DAYS
work
-private home.
948-1273
EXPERIENCED MAID, NURSE,
Ironer. City references. 5 days a
week. JA 7-9043.
MEN WANTED
Make Up To $2.50 Per Hour
Contact or Call Mr. Hale. 948.0774.
Part or full time. Mr. Hale. 1108
S. Lauderdale.
For Sale Misc.
5 ACRES FOR SALE
3108 N. Germantown Road mwth of
Highway 64 or. Ellendale can be
shown by owner. Anytime. Mrs. George
Olbss, Jr.
59 DESOTO 2 DR HARDTOP
FULL EQUIP with power steer-
ing, brakes and air conditioning
will take older car as trade.
Call Ernest Jones between 1
p.m. and 7 p.m. at WH 6-9591.
PACKARD SHIRTS. TAILOR MADE
No else too large or too small
also
Orthoreut, and Chas. Cheater
Shoe Representative
0.0 WH 2-4513 Bruce N. Boyd. Sr.
MEND:
To sell appliances and furniture.
Would like Intelligent men. Exper. In
milling. Must like people. Call FA 3-
4551. 2259 Park Avenue.
The Goodyear Appliance & Furniture
Ca
WHY? •
Buy New Home With Muddy Yard
We're Offering Howls, In New Condition
With Established Lawn Fenced Back-
yard - 1 Bedroom. Gemblnation
Kitchen And Family Room With Broken
Red Tile Floors. Seperat• Living Room
- Car-port GL 8-5255 -- 398-7682
RAINES REALTY CO.
575 RAINES RD.
Instructions
PIANO. VOICE AND CHARM
dames. Private or groups. Special
rate to school children E. Lois King.
1816 South Parkway Seat, P1,0..
275-4)435
Situation Wanted
EXPERIEN CE D BEAUTICIAN
wants Job AG anamputier in white
ithop or as 11•111110 MY. JA 3-3684.
Keep children in horne for working
motherre-by Gm day. week.'or month
Call 4-5186 for Infornston
Rey. and Mrs L. Meyer.
Special Services
HOMEWORKERM WANTED
We will mend you the names and
addresses of 50 L'S. firm. truit
OF,NTLY NEED HOMEWORKERS for
only 25c poetpaid! Rush your name,
k o Fart*, 21rdsd rifii a nFifth 
Arls. 25c t .
N w
"'y 
1York 10, N.Y.
Piano Tuned. Have your piano tuned
Ilk. new. Call BR 2-7644 for serviee.
Only $10 00.
TRI-STATE
DEFENDER
•
Joh 535.555 wk. Parr Odnan,'e,l CLASSIFIED
Lynbrook. N Y .
Nin!lory A gent, 576 Merrick Rd .
MALE & FEMALE MAIER PERSONS
Desirable work for
PART TIME COLLF.OP: etTCDENTS
Tom Sawyer's Appliance Co.
618 E. hfcLemore Ph: WH 8-4332
YARD WORK fur MEN FOR U.Sof
HOUSE Must have other job.-Hous•
work for wife 
- Ph. EV 6-4618
Houses For Sale
1796 PATTRICK
Help Wanted NEAR HIGHWAY 51 SOUTH
OWNER ASSUMES
MALE t. FEMALE SALES PERSONKI4 V• percent V. A. Loan - 563.22 Monthly
Desirable work for Notes: Nothing Down. Or New FHA
Loan With $300 Down Plus Closing Coot.
NEW LOOK
3 Bedroom, Tile bath-Fenced Backyard
GL 8-5255 Office 3981682
PART TIME COLLEGE STUDENTS
Tont Sawyer'. Appliance Co.
619 E McLetnore Ph. WH 8-433Y
Check Our Ads Daily
TWO NICE HOMES
1213 Dempster, Hardwood floors.
1263 Newark. 3 Bedrooms. Come
me. Easy Terms, Bill WinemIller.
CARTER REALTY CO.
GL 8-5668 3294 Poplar FA 7-5360
417 SO. PARKWAY EAST
OPEN FOR INSPECTION
CHARMING 7 ROOM BRICK
Price Regoired to 41111.840.041
$350.00 CASH. PLUS CLOSING
H. W. FLOORS, RED GUM TRIM
Mrs. L. Fitter 
- BR 5-119041
LARKIN-GOWAN. INC. BR 5-8174
NICE HOME FOR RENT
3 LARGE R00518 
- HALF' BATH
retired or eettled couple. Near point.
Mr hes Dee, Stove FURNISHED.
BR 2-3237
CALLING
ALL
NEWSBOYS
You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender
- • -
Call or Come In Today.
Hurry! Call JA 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.
MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office at the 11Iissis.
sippi Slate Line. MAI)AM BELL is
back after a long time of being away
and at last she is back to slay in her
new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage?
Have you lost faith in your husband, wife or sweet-
heart? Are you in had health: Are you discouragedic
If any of these are your problems, come let MAI)AM
BELL advise you at once. She will read life to you
just as she would read an open book. Ten you why
your job or business Is not a success. If you have fail-
ed in the rest come see MAI)AM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 south, just over Missis-
is ppi State Line on the way to Hernando. Iler home
Is '2 blocks below where she used to slay right aside
;the DeSolo Motel. Be sure to look for the liEl) BUICK
tiousE and you'll find her there at all times. (She
('tilrh yellow bog mniked WhItelinven SInte 1.Inc
nod get off at Slate Vine and walk 2 14oelia 111111 Pier
ne% er him an office in West kleniphis.)
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